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Tree by Richard Sheppard

The Tree picture by Richard Sheppard
This drawing by our teacher, Richard Sheppard, was created in response to a whole staff artistic activity
during the school’s closure on one of our Inset Training Days. It is based on a Class 6 drawing exercise.
It seemed very pertinent to our situation at the time when all of our lives seemed so shaken, a reminder
that the school’s roots run deep embedded in Steiner pedagogy and supported by a wonderful parent
body, all of us nurturing and upholding the lives of the children in our care.
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Introduction from the Principal
Dear Parents, Carers and Friends of the Academy
We are living in unprecedented times with the Coronavirus epidemic affecting the
health, education and wellbeing of us all. The school strives to work with love and devotion to best
serve our community and provide our children with the education that they deserve.
We were delighted to see our children returning with happy and smiling faces after many months of
empty classrooms. We had a massive 96% attendance rate on our first day back and it is great to see
that you have put your trust in us to do what is best to make the school a safe and pleasant environment
for your children during this difficult time! We do hope this high attendance can be maintained.
Covid-19 Measures
We are doing our best to effectively implement the guidance alongside providing a healthy, happy and
safe environment for pupils and staff. Our Covid 19 Risk assessment can be found here, on this
webpage https://www.steineracademyhereford.org.uk/our-school/policies/#page-part
I am sorry that we cannot welcome parents onto the school site under these measures except by
appointment. We recognise that the link with parents and strong communication is vital if we are going
to truly support and educate our children. I do hope this situation changes as the year progresses. We
will all we be working hard to keep in contact via letters, class emails and on-line platforms. I know
that this year’s class reps are already looking at ways to support community beyond the school fence
and we have recently launched a community food sharing initiative.
I do hope you find this year’s parent handbook useful, relevant and informative. New items this year
include the ‘no football’ rationale, feedback from the parent survey last year, an update on the proposed
new school sport, education and community building and information regarding the therapeutic
support on offer.
This copy has been sent to you via Schoolcoms and will also be available on the website. Paper copies
are available from Reception at a cost of £2.50 each, to cover the cost of printing.
School news is sent out weekly by school via the Friday Flier and the Bulletin which are sent out
alternately on every Friday during term-time. The school also has a Facebook page which is managed
by the Friends group. The website provides a comprehensive guide to the school including all of our
policies.
In emergencies (e.g. School closure on account of bad weather), parents will be contacted via
SchoolComms by email or text message. Pop-ups on the website will be activated when urgent
information needs to be shared.
We do hope that you find this publication useful and informative.
To finish, here is Steiner’s verse that has been adopted by our Board of Governors for the year ahead. It
feels very apt to share it again.
We must eradicate from the soul all fear and terror of what comes towards us out of the future.
We must acquire serenity in all feelings and sensations about the future.
We must look forward with absolute equanimity to everything that may come.
And we must think only that whatever comes is given to us by a world-directive full of wisdom.
To live out of pure trust, without any security in existence is part of what we must learn in this age.
Trust in the ever-present help of the spiritual world.
Truly, nothing else will do if our courage is not to fail us.

With best wishes
Kate Andrews
Academy Principal
4
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Academy Vision Statement
We aim to offer an education that enables children to have a full experience of childhood, that
can nourish and develop their innate gifts and potentials, so that they may become
responsible, fearless and free individuals who think clearly, observe perceptively and act
constructively for the good of the world.
Rooted in the principles of Anthroposophy, we work towards social renewal through a
community-based approach in which teachers and parents work together with love, mutual
trust and respect to create and maintain the school, both spiritually and physically. Working in
this way, we aim to provide a shining example of education for outstanding and meaningful
human development.

The Academy Ethos
The school draws its inspiration and ethos from the advice and writings based on the work of
Rudolf Steiner. A core aspect of our work is our attention to the soul and spiritual development
processes of childhood, and Steiner’s work provides staff with many useful insights in this
regard.
The study of Steiner’s work and related educational writings is part of the activities of the weekly
meeting of the College. These meetings are a key means by which the spiritual life of the school
is supported and an ethos of deep and voluntary commitment to the life of the school is
nourished. The staff library has an excellent range of Steiner’s books and lectures.
It is the aim of the Academy, as a publicly funded Steiner school, to work out of an ethos of deep
commitment to the spiritual well-being and growth of the children and young people in our
charge. This commitment translates into care and attention to artistic beauty, creativity,
knowledge, practical skills and healthy attitudes, and to the nurturing of a positive sense of
engagement with society and the natural world.

School Verse
To wonder at beauty
Stand guard over truth
Look up to the noble
Resolve on the good
This leadeth us truly
To purpose in living
To right in our doing
To peace in our feeling
To light in our thinking
And teaches us trust
In the workings of God
In all that there is
In the widths of the world
In the depths of the soul
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The Academy Year
School Term Dates 2020 to 2021

Autumn Term 2020
Start of term: Thursday 3 September 2020
Half term: 26 October to Monday 2 November 2021, including Inset Day on Monday 2 November
Last day of term, Early Years: Thursday 17 December 2020
Last day of term, Main School: Friday 18 December 2020

Spring Term 2021
Start of term: Thursday 7 January 2021
Half term: Monday 15 to Friday 19 February 2021
Last day of term, Early Years: Wednesday 31 March 2021
Last day of term, Main School: Thursday 1 April 2021

Summer Term 2021
Start of term: Thursday 22 April 2021
Half term: Monday 31 May to Friday 4 June 2021
Last day of term, Early Years: Thursday 8 July 2021
Last day of term, Main School: Friday 9 July 2021

Inset/Staff Training Days (school closed to pupils)
Tuesday 1 and Wednesday 2 September 2020
Monday 2 November 2020
Tuesday 5 and Wednesday 6 January 2021
Wednesday 21 April 2021
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School Term Dates 2021 to 2022

Autumn Term 2021
Inset Days (school closed to pupils): Thursday 2 and Friday 3 September 2021
Start of term: Monday 6 September 2021
Half term: 25 to 29 October 2021
Inset Day (school closed to pupils): Friday 5 November 2021
Last day of term, Early Years: Thursday 16 December 2021
Last day of term, Main School: Friday 17 December 2021

Spring Term 2022
Inset Days (school closed to pupils): Thursday 6 and Friday 7 January 2022
Start of term: Monday 10 January 2022
Half term: Monday 21 to 25 February 2022
Last day of term, Early Years: Tuesday 5 April 2022
Last day of term, Main School: Wednesday 6 April 2022

Summer Term 2022
Inset Days (school closed to pupils): Monday 25 April 2022
Start of term: Tuesday 26 April 2022
Half term: Tuesday 31 May to Friday 3 June 2022
Last day of term, Early Years: Wednesday 13 July 2022
Last day of term, Main School: Thursday 14 July 2022

Inset Staff Training Days (school closed to pupils)
Thursday 2 and Friday 3 September 2021
Friday 5 November 2021
Thursday 6 and Friday 7 January 2022
Monday 25 April 2022
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Diary Dates
Some events may be affected by Covid so please check the Friday Flier and Bulletin for further details
nearer the time or contact us at info@steineracademyhereford.org.uk for further information.
Autumn Term 2020
Tues 24 Nov 2020 ----------------------- Governors Teaching and Learning and Personnel Committee
meetings.
Fri 27 Nov 2020 ------------------------- Governors Finance and Premises Committees meeting.
Fri 11 December 2020 ------------------ Meeting of the Board of Governors.
Thu 17 December 2020 ---------------- Early years, last day of term.
Fri 18 December 2020 ------------------ Main school, last day of term.
Spring Term 2021
Tue & Wed, 5 & 6 January 2021 -------- Inset Training Day. School closed to pupils.
Thu 7 January 2021 ---------------------- Start of term.
Tue 19 January 2021 -------------------- Governors Teaching and Learning and Personnel Committee
meetings.
Fri 22 January 2021 --------------------- Governors Finance and Premises Committees meeting.
Fri 5 February 2021 --------------------- Meeting of the Board of Governors.
Mon-Fri 15 to 19 February 2021 ------- Half Term.
Tue 9 March 2021 ----------------------- Governors Teaching and Learning and Personnel Committee
meetings.
Fri 12 March 2021 ----------------------- Governors Finance and Premises Committees meeting.
Mon 22 March 2021 -------------------- Meeting of the Board of Governors.
Wed 31 March 2021 --------------------- Early years, last day of term.
Thu 1 April 2021 ------------------------- Main school, last day of term.
Summer Term 2021
Tue 11 May 2021 ------------------------- Governors Teaching and Learning and Personnel Committee
meetings.
Fri 14 May 2021 ------------------------- Governors Finance and Premises Committees meeting.
Fri 28 May 2021 -------------------------- Meeting of the Board of Governors.
Mon 31 May-Fri 4 June ----------------- Half term.
Tue 15 June 2021 ------------------------ Governors Teaching and Learning and Personnel Committee
meetings.
Fri 18 June 2021 ------------------------- Governors Finance and Premises Committees meeting.
Fri 2 July 2021 --------------------------- Meeting of the Board of Governors.
Thu 8 July 2021 ------------------------- Early years, last day of term.
Fri 9 July 2021 --------------------------- Main school, last day of term.
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The Academy Day
Please note that ‘Class 1’ equates to ‘Year 2’ in English mainstream schools, ‘Class 2’ to ‘Year 3’, etc.

The start and end of the day during Covid restrictions
During Covid restrictions, the start of the day has been changed. The school opens at 8.30am and the
back gates are manned. Children then go straight to their classrooms.

End of the day during Covid
The end of the day has been staggered, as part of our Covid procedures. On longer days, Class 1 leaves at
3.15pm, Class 2 at 3.20pm and Class 3 at 3.25pm. After this, any pupil who has not been collected, will
be taken to Reception. If you are going to be late collecting your child, please contact Reception. We
would urge parents to be punctual when collecting children, especially following an after-school
activity.

Usual end of the day
Kindergarten Age 3½ to 6:
Mon - Fri: 8.30 am - 12.50 pm
Universal Infant Free School Meals served 11:00 am.
Class 1*
Mon, Wed, Fri: 8.40 am – 12.45 pm
Tue, Thu: 8.40 am –3.15 pm during Covid.
Universal Infant Free School Meals served 11:00 am.
Class 2*
Mon, Fri: 8.40 am - 12.45 pm
Tue, Wed, Thu: 8.40 am - 3.20pm during Covid.

Class 3*
Mon - Thu: 8.40 am - 3.25 pm during Covid.
Fri: 8.40 am - 12.45 pm
Class 4 to 7
Each weekday: 8.40 am - 3.30 pm
Class 8
Each weekday: 8.40 am - 3.45 pm.
Class 9 and 10
Each weekday: 8.40 am - 3.45 pm with after
school lessons on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Morning break
Lower School Break 10.45 – 11.15. Upper School Break 10.50 – 11.15 am.
Lower School Lunch time: 12.45 – 1.35 pm. Upper School Lunch time: 12.50 – 1.35 pm.

Why is full-time school introduced gradually?
At the Steiner Academy we recognise the benefits for some children in gradually increasing hours at
school through Classes 1 to 3, rather than full days from the outset. We believe that the learning
experience will be tiring for young children and the benefits of the Steiner curriculum are maximised
when young children have sufficient time to play. In Kindergarten and on short days in Lower School,
the mornings are marked as two sessions divided by a 30 minute break during which a wholesome meal
or snack is provided.

The School Year
As an Academy we are required to hold 358 teaching sessions per annum which is equivalent to 179
school days.
Steiner Academy Hereford Parent Handbook
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Attendance
1 Why is attendance and punctuality important in a Steiner‐Waldorf school?
1.1 Good attendance is important in any school, but particularly so in a Steiner school. Steiner teachers
practice a rhythmic approach to learning, building new material in layers over several days. In this way, you
could think of our ‘lessons’ as really being ‘blocks of learning’ which extend over a number of days. During
this period, recall and reflection are used to deepen and consolidate new ideas.
1.2 Such an approach relies heavily on a regular and consistent daily presence in class. A lesson missed is a
‘layer’ lost and our best efforts are thwarted if your child is not present every day to benefit from the
education we offer.
1.3 The impact of poor attendance on academic success is well documented. Department for Education
statistics show that:
• of pupils who attend between 90% and 80%, only 35% manage to achieve five A* to C GCSEs, including
English and maths;

• of pupils who attend 95% or above, 73% achieve 5 A* to Cs, including English and maths.
1.4 It’s worth noting that even 90% attendance equates to missing an entire year of statutory education over
the course of a child’s schooling from Class 1 to 10. In maths for example, missed lessons typically result in
children accumulating ‘gaps’ in their understanding of key underpinning concepts. This has an on‐going
cumulative impact which increasingly hinders confidence and future progress in the subject.
1.5 Establishing habits of good attendance and punctuality are key to helping our children and young people
thrive and succeed, both at school and beyond, in that these habits that will serve them well throughout life.

2 The responsibilities of Parents and Carers
2.1 Parents/carers have a legal obligation to ensure that their children attend school. As a parent or carer we
expect you to:
a. ensure that your child or children attend school regularly and on‐time;

b. ensure that you keep us updated with your emergency contact details so that we can contact you
should we need to;

c. you must inform the school by phone before 8:30 A.M. if your child will not be attending school

that day, giving the reason for their absence. If the absence is for more than 1 day then you must
phone on each day of absence unless you have notified the school that the absence will be prolonged
e.g. due to a medical problem.

d. if you have pre‐arranged a medical/dental appointment then please ensure that you inform the

school in advance, either by emailing Reception (reception@steineracademyhereford.org.uk) or by
completing and returning to Reception a ‘Request for Absence’ form (available from Reception) with
the date and time of the appointment. Your child is expected to attend school before and after an
appointment and whenever possible, routine appointments should be arranged outside the school
day or during the school holidays;

e. if you are requesting an absence for other than medical reasons, then please either email your
request to the Principal (kate.andrews@steineracademyhereford) or complete and return to
Reception a ‘Request for Absence’ form (available from Reception);

f. ensure that your child/children are not taken on family holidays during term‐time ‐ the Principal
cannot, under any circumstances, authorise term‐time holidays (in any school year, your child
spends fewer days at school than at home and we urge you to arrange family holidays to coincide
with the latter);

g. ensure that you sign your child out at Reception if you are collecting them before the end of the
school day;

h. alert your Class Teacher or Guardians as soon as possible if your child becomes unwilling to
attend school.

Steiner Academy Hereford Parent Handbook
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3 Additional points for Parents and Carers to note
3.1 Important additional points for PARENTS/CARERS to note

a. Our expectation is of at least 95% attendance from everyone (which equates to missing no more than one
day of school in any four‐week period), which should allow sufficient time to for the usual childhood
illnesses. 95% is also (roughly) the average level of attendance for all schools in England.
b. If your child becomes ill during the school day, the Academy will contact you to arrange the most
appropriate care, which will include you collecting the child where this is possible. In such cases the
afternoon register will be marked with an authorised absence.
c. Medical evidence may be requested for extended periods absence due to illness and this will normally be
sought following five consecutive days of missing school. Where we have concerns around your child’s
attendance, such as where this is already at, or below, 90%, then we may seek medical evidence of illness
after 3 consecutive days of absence (or sooner if we deem it appropriate). In such cases, extended periods of
absence will be ‘unauthorised’ until medical evidence is provided.
d. Current legislation only permits the Principal to authorise absence from school in ‘exceptional’
circumstances (i.e. very significant circumstances or events which occur rarely and unavoidably and could
not reasonably be re‐scheduled). Such circumstances might include attending a family funeral or taking part
in a sporting or musical event arranged by an organisation that is approved by the school. Absences for
birthdays and family holidays do not qualify, cannot be approved and will be recorded as ‘unauthorised’.
Please note that whether absences are ‘authorised’ or ‘unauthorised’, they still count as absences in our
attendance statistics. Any unauthorised holiday during term time may be liable to a penalty notice being
issued;
e. Attendance of 93% or less will cause us concern. The school’s attendance officer and/or your child’s class
teacher will be in touch to discuss the reasons for absence.
f. If your child’s attendance does not improve you will receive a letter from the school’s attendance officer
and your child’s attendance will be closely monitored. 90% attendance or less is currently defined nationally
as ‘Persistent Absence’, and equates to missing the equivalent of one day (or more) of school every two
weeks.
g. You may be invited to attend an Attendance Improvement Meeting to discuss your children’s continued
absences and identify ways in which attendance can be improved. Appendix A details possible interventions
in working towards improving or re-establishing regular attendance.
h. Continued failure to engage or respond to our attempts to contact you, or where you continually fail to
provide an explanation for your child’s absence in accordance with our procedures, will result in the issuing
of a Penalty Notice.

4 The responsibilities of Pupils
4.1 In addition to assuming increasing levels of responsibility for their own attendance and punctuality as
they progress through the school, pupils are expected to:
 arrive in the classroom on time and suitably equipped for each day and each lesson;
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sign in at Reception if they arrive late to school;



sign‐out at Reception on leaving if authorised to leave before the end of the school day.
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Behaviour
Restorative Approaches
The Steiner Academy has a restorative approach to behaviour. Restorative Approaches enable pupils to
think about the connections between emotions, behaviours and actions, and to develop the skills to build,
maintain and repair relationships. Regular class circles and the PSHE and RSE curriculum encourage
thoughts and discussion between pupils, and supports them to develop tolerance and understanding of
different perspectives.
When there has been an incident in school, part of the response process will be a restorative conversation.
The aim is to achieve this through structured dialogue – helping children, young people and adults, to
understand problems, identify the impact of their behaviour on others, and take ownership of the steps
needed to resolve conflict. Depending on the severity of the incident, there may also be additional actions
which can result in internal and external fixed term exclusions or a permanent exclusion.
Central to Restorative Approaches is that we teach our pupils that the consequence of their behaviour is the
impact their actions have on others – regardless of whether they are found out or not. Behaviour systems
that purely place sanctions on those who are caught often escalates negative feelings between pupils who can
feel as if they have not been heard or understood – sanctions can then be seen as unfair and the fault of the
other – leading to further incidents.
All pupils are expected to behave in a way that is respectful and considerate to all other pupils and to adhere
to the dress code and school rules. If pupils struggle to meet these expectations, staff will endeavour to
engage with the pupil and their family to find a way forward, recognising that the whole context of a pupil
(temperament, family, school, community, history) can affect their social learning and behaviour.
For the School’s full behaviour policy, please go to the Policies page on our website where it is listed under
the title of Teaching and Learning at this address: www.steineracademyhereford.org.uk/ourschool/policies/

Anti-Bullying Policy
We want young people to live, learn and socialise in an inclusive school, where they value each other’s
differences, support one another, treat each other with respect, empathy and compassion and refrain from
using bullying behaviour.
The Steiner Academy Hereford does not tolerate bullying in any form.
When incidents of bullying (including cyber-bullying) become evident robust actions will be taken to stop
this behaviour and to support those involved to recognise the impact of their behaviour on others and to
develop positive, pro-social behaviours.
Pupils are encouraged and supported to stand-up to incidents of bullying – thereby taking the power away
from those doing harm. Class circles and the curriculum are used to explore bullying, social relationships,
positive choices and the impact of our behaviour on others.
Using Restorative Approaches and focusing on the importance of tolerating difference, building and
maintaining relationships is a preventative action to bullying
Persistent, deliberate bullying may result in fixed-term exclusion and ultimately in
permanent exclusion.
For the School’s full Anti-Bullying Policy, please go to the Policies page on our website where it is listed
under the title of Teaching and Learning at this address: www.steineracademyhereford.org.uk/ourschool/policies/

Steiner Academy Hereford Parent Handbook
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The Dress Code
There is no formal uniform at Steiner Academy Hereford as our learning environment seeks to support both
the individual voice and community spirit. There does however exist a set of expectations for outward
appearance which tries to walk the tightrope between individual expression and a supportive learning
environment, especially within the context of a through-school where older children are seen and copied by
much younger children.
This version of the dress code (July 2020) considers the special difficulty of dealing with more “permanent”
aspects of appearance such as hair colour, piercings and tattoos.

Section 1: hair dying, piercings and tattoos




Lower school
o Hair should not be dyed in lower school.
o Those with pierced ears in lower school may wear studs only – no dangly earrings. Piercings
in other parts of the body are not allowed.
Upper school
o Hair can be dyed in upper school if either to a natural colour or to a subtle shade or tint, or
highlight. Examples of acceptable hair dying would include a red “wash” or blonde
highlights. Examples of unacceptable hair dying would include bright blue/green/crimson
etc.
o Upper school students are permitted to wear dangly earrings but may be asked to remove
them for laboratory work, physical activity or other health and safety reasons.
o Ear stretchers and bars are not permitted.
o Piercings in the side of the nose are permitted in upper school but only with studs – nose
rings are not allowed. Septum and bridge piercings are not permitted.
o Piercings on any other part of the face or body (lip, eyebrow, belly button etc.) are not
permitted.
o It is illegal for anyone in the UK to get a tattoo under the age of 18, but we are aware that
students can get tattoos abroad. No tattoo is allowed to be visible in school.

Arbitration: As these aspects of the code often cannot be immediately covered up or changed, the
responsibility for handling these fall to the lower school and upper school leads on a daily basis, and will
involve liaison with parents to achieve a resolution.

Section 2: clothing, loose jewellery and make-up









All clothes should be whole and not torn. This includes knees on jeans and tights.
Pupils should wear sensible shoes appropriate for school. Shoes may be removed for play on the
Lower or South Fields only.
Clothing should display a minimum of slogans or pictures and should be comfortable and
appropriate for movement, and movement lessons. If clothes have logos or pictures, then this must
be small. As a guide, about four square inches – the size of a drinks coaster – is acceptable.
Clothing worn at school should be appropriately modest for a through-school working and learning
environment. Any clothing deemed by guardians or class teachers to be inappropriate will either
result in the student being asked to cover up (some plain clothing will be made available for this
purpose) or collected and taken home. This would include wearing crop tops and what guardians
deem to be excessive bare skin on either boys or girls.
Hats and hoods are not permitted to be worn in any lessons.
Loose jewellery should not be worn in lower school and not to excess in upper school.
No make-up, including nail varnish is to be worn in lower school and only discreetly in upper school.

Arbitration: Class Teachers and Guardians carry responsibility for the management of these easily
changeable aspects of the dress code for his or her class on a daily basis. Any questions or concerns on pupil
dress from colleagues and/or parents should be addressed directly to the relevant class teacher or guardian.

Searching and Confiscation
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School staff can search a pupil for any item if the pupil agrees.
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Head Teachers and staff authorised by them have a statutory power to search pupils, or their
possessions, without consent, where they have reasonable grounds for suspecting that a pupil may
have a prohibited item.

Prohibited items are:
Knives or weapons, alcohol, illegal drugs (including ‘legal’ highs), stolen items, tobacco and cigarette
papers, fireworks, pornographic images.
Any item that a staff member reasonably suspects has been, or is likely to be used: to commit an
offence or to cause personal injury to, or damage the property of, any person (including the pupil),
phones.
Any prohibited items (listed above) found in pupils’ possession will be confiscated. These
items will not be returned to pupils.
We will also confiscate any item which is harmful or detrimental to school discipline.
These items will be returned to pupils after discussion with senior leaders and parents, if
appropriate. Searching and screening pupils is conducted in line with the DfE’s latest
guidance on searching, screening and confiscation.
Bringing prohibited items into school will lead to a Fixed-Term or in some
circumstances a Permanent Exclusion.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation

Serious Incidents
In the event of a serious incident an internal, or fixed-term exclusion may be considered.
Serious incidents will be investigated to consider the level and impact of harm and include, but are not
limited to:
Acts of physical or verbal aggression, peer-on-peer abuse, bullying including cyber-bullying, truancy,
inappropriate use of language, non-compliance of the student code of conduct such as refusal to
comply with the dress code/piercings, damage to school property, accessing out of bounds/unsafe
areas, unsafe physical behaviours, persistent disruptive behaviour.
If a serious incident is reported, a member of ALT will be appointed to investigate and the following
procedure will be followed:
 The perceived ‘aggressor’ will be removed to a monitored space away from the ‘victim’;
 Written statements will be taken from the pupils involved and any witnesses;
 The statements will be presented to the Principal, along with the insights of the investigating staff
member;
 Pupil safeguarding will be considered and any necessary steps will be taken in accordance with the
school Safeguarding Policy and Local and National Guidance;
 The Principal will decide a course of action.

Return to School Meeting
If a pupil has received a fixed-term exclusion, a ‘return to school meeting’ will be arranged with the
parents/carers before the pupil returns to class – during which the needs and expectations of the pupil,
parents/carers, and school will be discussed. Any actions will be implemented as soon as possible.

Permanent Exclusion
In some cases where, despite interventions (both internal and/or with specialist external support from
agencies such as the Local Authority Behaviour Support Team/Educational Psychologist) it proves
impossible for the pupil to overcome their difficulties, the Principal may consider, in consultation with the
LA Inclusions Office, a Permanent Exclusion.
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This could happen in response to a serious breach or persistent breaches of the Behaviour Policy and where
allowing the pupil to remain in school would seriously harm the education of welfare of the pupil or others in
the school.

Pupils Code of Conduct
Pupils are expected to:


Arrive at school on time, dressed appropriately, ready for the school day – see the Dress Code.



Respect the ‘no phone’ policy and hand in phones and/or other electronic devices when asked.



Not bring to school any of the following items: alcohol, cigarettes, e-cigarettes, tobacco, illegal
drugs of any description (including ‘legal’ highs), or any item that is, or could be construed as
a weapon. In addition pupils are expected not to bring to school any other items that may
interfere with their own, or others learning unless agreed by their teacher.



To listen to the teacher with regards to their expectations of behaviour in the classroom which
includes, but is not limited to:


listening, participating, working quietly, working co-operatively in groups,
communicating respectfully with staff and peers, enabling others to learn.



To listen to and respect the decision of staff with regards to conducting oneself around the
school. Pupils should conduct themselves quietly during lesson times to respect the learning
environment and be conscious of the impact of their behaviour on others, particularly younger
or vulnerable pupils.



Respect the physical environment of the school including the buildings and grounds, and
resources/property (such as books, computers, desks etc.).



To conduct themselves in a calm and respectful manner both in and out of the classroom, as
well as during social times to ensure that everybody feels safe and respected. The following
behaviours are not acceptable at any time: physical violence, verbal aggression, bullying, antisocial behaviours such as spitting, swearing and littering, or any other behaviour that is
disrespectful or intimidating of others, or the school environment.



Respect the allocated play/social areas of the school which are in place to support the varying
age differences of our pupils and to enable different age groups to play in a safe, ageappropriate manner.



To walk around the school buildings and courtyard area and follow the one-way instruction for
the internal stairs.



To eat snacks and meals in the classroom before play/social time. Chewing gum is not allowed
in school.



Football and the kicking of other balls is only permitted during an instructed games lesson or
after-school activity.

Home School Agreements
The Home School Agreement sets out the school’s commitment to educating each child and also the support
parents can provide to maximise their child’s learning experience. There are 3 slightly differing versions for
the Early Years and Lower School and Upper School. Parents are asked to sign the appropriate agreement on
joining the school, and as their children move through each stage of schooling. When children move into
Upper School and are given access to school computer logins and network access, they are asked to sign an
Acceptable Use form. The Home School agreements are attached as Appendices to this document.
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Television and Electronic Media
All Steiner-Waldorf schools prefer that young children do not watch TV or engage with electronic media, and
there is plenty of research evidence available to confirm the ill effects of this on the physical, emotional and
social development of young children. Teachers are striving to stimulate lively pictures in the child’s
imagination and these efforts are thwarted by the passivity induced by electronic media.

Reading list on Television and Electronic Media


Managing Screen Time: Raising Balanced Children in the Digital Age by Edmond Schoorel
and Eduard Maas.



The Plug in Drug by Marie Winn.



Remotely Controlled by Aric Sigman.



Fool’s Gold: Why the Internet is no Substitute for a Library by Mark Youngblood Herring.



The Genius of Play by Sally Jenkinson.



Bringing the Best out in Boys by Lucinda Neall.



Set Free Childhood by Martin Large.



Toxic Childhood by Sue Palmer



Under Pressure by Carl Honore



It’s Complicated: the Social Lives of Networked Teenagers by Danah Boyd.

Parenting and Supporting Digital Awareness for Children
Please see the Appendix attached to the document, our Information and Guidance for Steiner Academy
Hereford Parents and Children. This document offers guidance and support which we hope will assist you in
helping your children navigate the digital world. We hope it will support discussion and debate amongst
parents and children, where appropriate, about technology and ultimately, we hope it will help you to make
informed decisions about your child’s use of screens, be it TV, DVDs, computer games, smart phones or
social media, etc. We discuss the following topics:
 Is screen entertainment at odds with Steiner education?
 What guidelines does the school offer?
 Which apps. and social media sites are popular with teenagers?
 Top Five Tips to keep your children safe online.
 What does the evidence show?

How to find out more.

Mobile phone use onsite
We are aiming for a “mobile phone free” site, for both pupils and adults. We will politely remind parents and
other adults to not use their phone whilst onsite. Pupils’ mobile phones ideally should be left at home.
However, we recognise that they may be a necessary means of communication for older pupils when it comes
to travel arrangements.
Pupils from Class 7 and up can bring phones to school. The phones will be collected at the start of the day
and kept in named-envelopes in Reception until the end of the day. It is not ideal to keep such valuable
items in a busy Reception office so we would really rather the phones stay at home. If a pupil is found with
their phone during the school day, without express permission, the phone will be taken and a parent will be
asked to collect it.
Please support your child with this by not calling or texting them on their mobile during the school day.
Please phone the Reception office if you need a message to be relayed.
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Vandalism
Courtesy and respect for each other and the school environment is a central part of our culture and ethics
within all parts of the school. Whilst accidents can and do happen, they occasionally arise directly from the
actions of pupils and at times, it is fair to pass some or all of these costs on, where such actions are either
wilful, negligent or breach school rules. As a collaborative community, our intention is always to set policy
and precedent according to an open and transparent set of guidelines. In the case of damage to property, etc.,
the school has adopted the following:
Section 2.1 (iii). Charging and Remissions Policy
Acts of vandalism and negligence: the Governing Body reserves the right to recover part, or the whole cost,
of damage to buildings or equipment which is the result of vandalism or negligence by a pupil.
For further information please refer to the Academy Charges and Remissions policy at this address on the
website: www.steineracademyhereford.org.uk/our-school/policies/

Football at the Academy
We are often asked why football is not ‘allowed’ in Steiner schools. Here is a rationale to explain why football
is not played by our primary age pupils.
One aim of the movement curriculum is to bring the developing child into balance in a healthy integration of
body, mind and spirit. As different aspects come to the fore (e.g the weight of the body in adolescence), so
certain activities and sports become indicated (e.g. rugby can provide an experience of both new-found
strength and levity in adolescence). While sports may be appropriate in this way to address particular
developmental changes, they are also considered in their inherent balance individually. In football, the lower
body is dominant and while often skilful, the prevalence of kicking can be seen to be aggressive at times.
Furthermore, using the head as if a limb when heading the ball, is not considered healthy; quite apart from
the possible physical damage that can occur – as highlighted by recent research linking football to brain
disease and the subsequent banning of heading in training for under 12s. Please see the following articles:
Football and Dementia and Banned from heading footballs in training.
The culture of a sport must also be taken into account. Beside free play, which is encouraged in the younger
years, games or sports are given rules defined by adults, and as such are necessarily culturally defined and
must therefore be considered in line with the culture surrounding the sport (link to article, Free Play, Now
and Then). Modern day football developed from a violent game dating from the Middle Ages; the allegiance
to a team as an expression of belonging has revealed the game as an arena in which tensions are symbolised
and expressed (Knapton, Espinosa, Meier, Bäck, & Bäck, 2018), as Armstrong (2001) highlights in his
description of the game as a place for “national difference and cultural opposition”. Values espoused by the
game are reflected in the common practice of diving, the hand-up gesture to claim that the last touch was by
an opposition player irrespective of responses from officials, and the disrespect shown for the referee in often
vociferous objections to decisions. These values are in contradiction to those being nurtured in Waldorf
pedagogy. The culture is part of the game and is introduced into the school when football is played
undermining the culture of the school community.
References
Armstrong, G. (Ed.). (2001). Fear and Loathing in World Football (Global Sport Cultures). Oxford: Berg
Publishers.
Knapton, H., Espinosa, L., Meier, H., Bäck, E., & Bäck, H. (2018). Belonging for Violence: Personality,
football fandom, and spectator aggression. Nordic Psychology, 70(4), 278-289.
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2019/oct/21/landmark-study-reveals-link-between-footballdementia
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2020/feb/24/children-under-age-of-12-banned-from-headingfootballs-in-training
http://www.waldorf-resources.org/singleview?tx_news_pi1%5Baction%5D=detail&tx_news_pi1%5Bcontroller%5D=News&tx_news_pi1%5Bnews%5
D=114&cHash=3194ab90a88a5ce2359d55875d9db340
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At the Steiner Academy football skills are taught in games lessons after class 7 where the rules and
techniques of the game are practised in controlled conditions. No ball kicking is allowed during break times.
Following a campaign last year led by our student circle and a petition signed by a large number of our older
pupils, the decisions regarding football where re-discussed fully by staff. It was agreed that an after school
football club could be formed, overseen by two of our teachers. The aim of the club was to allow boys and
girls in classes 7 and above to enjoy learning football skills in a friendly, non-competitive environment. The
club was well received and well-attended.

Special Educational Needs and Disabilities
(SEND)
In common with most of the other Steiner Waldorf Schools in the country, we find that approximately one
third of the children at SAH have Special Educational Needs (SEN) in one form or another. These are mostly
relatively minor and can be addressed adequately by the teachers, Learning Support Assistants and/or
therapist who work day to day in school. From time to time more expert help needs to be sought from
outside agencies. In any case, we feel that it is important to identify and address any difficulties, in an age
appropriate manner, as soon as possible. For this reason we carry out regular class screenings to help us
identify any children who may be in need of support.
At present class screenings take place as follows:
The Early Years Team have devised a screening for children at rising 5 so that more support, probably in the
form of Eurythmy Therapy, can be provided before children enter the main school.
Class 2 are assessed for competence in movement, drawing, reading (phonics), spelling, free writing and
simple arithmetic. This assessment provides a picture of whether a child is likely to require additional
support with learning.
From Class 3 onwards standardised tests are currently used as follows:
Class

Reading

Reading

Spelling

Maths

Maths

Suffolk
Reading Test

Reading
Access

Vernon’s
Graded
Word
Spelling Test

Wide Range
Achievement Test
(WRAT 4) – Math
Computation

Comp-

Cognitive
Abilities
Test (CAT)

etency

3

*

*

4

*

*

*

5

*

*

*

6

*

*

*

*

7

*

*

*

*

8

*

*

*

*

9

*

*

*

*

*

*

CAT tests are administered in the first half of the Autumn Term. All other screening tests are administered
in the last half of the Summer Term.
The results of screening tests are not routinely shared with parents largely because such raw information is
easily misinterpreted if not seen in the context of the child’s over-all development. We prefer to
communicate with parents as to their children’s progress in the rounded, narrative form of the End of Year
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Report or through a face to face conversation. We are also very concerned that the results of standardised
tests should not reach the children concerned as this can have unfortunate consequences for the child’s selfimage and his/her attitude to classmates. If the screening identifies the likelihood that a child will need
further assessment or additional help, the Class teacher will inform the parent/carer(s) promptly.
The results of Screening Tests are for internal use only. They are not published anywhere nor do they
contribute to the compiling of league tables or national statistics. They are shown to Ofsted, however, since
they provide the kind of numerical data without which Ofsted Inspectors feel very ill at ease.
If you wish to discuss your child’s screening results, you can speak to your child’s Class Teacher/Guardian or
the relevant SENCo (Special Educational Needs Coordinator).

SENCos:
Pre-statutory / Early Years
Reception to Class 5
Classes 6 to 10

Melanie Nykamp (oversees all KG and liaises with AG as needed)
Alison Gebert
Vivien Rouse

Children who are identified through class screening as likely to need additional support are referred to the
Learning Support Department for additional assessment. This assessment is usually carried out by one of
the SENCos and results in a written report, and a conversation between the parent(s), the Class Teacher, and
the Learning Support Teacher who has carried out the assessment, in which the report is explained and the
action to be taken is outlined, discussed and agreed upon.
The SEND Register and Observation List
The SENCos maintain two lists of children whose progress they oversee:
The SEND Register contains the names of all pupils who receive Learning Support teaching, assigned
support from a Learning Support Assistant or planned social/emotional support from the Quiet
Space. These names are reported on the school census and therefore become part of national statistics.
The Observation List contains the names of all pupils, not on the SEND Register, receiving artist
therapies, all children who have a formal diagnosis of SEND but are not currently receiving any interventions
and all children who achieved low scores in summer screening tests and who are being kept under
observation, pending further action if necessary. These names are not reported on the school census.
I hope this clarifies any questions you may have as regards SEN at SAH. If you have any further questions
please feel free to contact one of the SENCos.

Therapeutic Support
School Doctor
Dr Hedda Joyce is our fully trained school doctor. For this task, the standard medical doctor training is
undertaken first, secondly, further training as an anthroposophical and homeopathic doctor and thirdly the
anthroposophical school doctor training. She visits the school two or three times each term. Class Teachers
and the SEN staff recommend to parents that particular pupils may benefit from an appointment with
her. Parents accompany their child to the appointment. She will give advice and feedback and can often
recommend a particular therapy.

Eurythmy therapy
The child’s outer movement is guided so that they become purposeful movements, movements imbued with
meaning. They address both physiological and psychological disturbances in child development. They are
used to improve breathing, circulation, imbalances of the metabolic-digestive system, spatial orientation,
mobility and strengthen a sense of well-being and self-confidence. It can be very effective in supporting
children with dyslexia, asthma, bed-wetting, deformities of the feet and spine and posture.
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The therapy exercises are not purely physical, and should never become mechanical. The movements are
permeated with feeling, and are often introduced by using images, engaging the imagination of the child,
giving rise to the particular qualities required for the harmonizing gestures.
These exercises/gestures are based on the sounds of speech which are spoken by the therapist as the
movement is made. Each sound has its unique dynamic and quality. They can be accompanied by a verse or
a short story. Later they can be practised silently and alone.
Other kinds of exercises are also used: concentration, rhythms, geometrical patterns moved in space, use of
copper balls and rods, elements of music.
One of the most important aspects of the eurythmy therapy is that the child, by being fully engaged in their
gestures, become an active participant in their own healing process.
Karla Prates is our Eurythmy Therapist.

Music Therapy
Richard Berenger is a qualified Music Therapist (MA, Music Therapy) and accredited health care
professional (HCPC). He has a humanistic, person-centred approach which helps each client identify, and
fulfil, their individual potential. Music Therapy offers children the chance to build a therapeutic relationship
through musical improvisation. By expressing their feelings in music, and with the help of the therapist, they
can then explore ways of understanding and managing them.

Natural Horsemanship
Natural Horsemanship sessions usually start with grooming/touching the horses to develop confidence and
dispel fears. Over the course of sessions we explore concepts of leadership and partnership. We experience
different ways of using energy to achieve our goals and develop trust. There is no riding involved.
Natural Horsemanship sessions have been used to help with a wide variety of issues, from anxiety to
impulsiveness. Working with horses can help a child with relaxation and can improve their observation and
communication skills. Each session is tailored to the individual child. Tracey Clunies-Ross is able to offer
natural horsemanship on a seasonal basis.

Therapeutic speech
Anthroposophic Therapeutic Speech (ATS) is an artistic therapy that is part of the Steiner approach to
healthcare and education. ATS can help with articulation weaknesses, breathing and vocal problems,
concentration, coordination and confidence related issues, as well as language processing struggles. It
supports developmental processes through combining speech exercises, rhythmic verses, poetry, drama and
storytelling with gross and fine motor movement while engaging the child’s or young person’s imagination.
For a more detailed description of this therapy and a list of referral criteria please feel free to contact Sibylle
Eichstaedt, the school’s Therapeutic Speech Practitioner at creativespeech@mac.com

Financially Supporting Therapy at the Steiner Academy
The staff observe how much the 1 to 1 therapies support the children, both individually and for the class as a
whole. Those who have had difficulties in expressing themselves whether by being too quiet or too loud can
be helped to come into more of a balance. They can become more productive members of the class
community, which helps everyone. Some of the feedback from sessions includes:
She is able to really follow her own ideas now.
He ends in silence which he never could before. I see a new level of listening.
She can now allow space for stillness.
He enters into the activity quickly now and is ready in expectant receptivity.
It is wonderful to hear such strength in her voice now.
Steiner Academy Hereford Parent Handbook
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We have a limited budget for therapies and always have many more children who we would like to take up a
therapy than the money allows. We have a “pot of funds” that is specifically for therapies and we ask that
every family who has a child receiving help to contribute. Anyone else who would like to support this area of
our school’s life is encouraged to add to the pot. Please use this school bank account and add the reference
Therapy pot.
Sort code 30-94-14. Account number 00285804.

School Meals, Packed Lunches and Snacks
General Advice
Please ensure that your child has a suitable breakfast before coming to school as this helps to promote
healthy learning.
Children in the Main School bring a packed lunch when staying all day, and a wholesome snack, or piece of
fruit, for morning break or buy school lunches. We positively encourage the minimum use of packaging.
Please do not supply your children with sweets, fizzy drinks or any “junk” food.
The school provides a choice of hot meals each day. We are not providing snacks at break times during
Covid. Freshly cooked meals are available for pupils at a cost of £2.75 with an introductory price of £2.35 for
Class 2 pupils. Meals are provided free of charge to pupils registered for Free School Meals. All meals must
be booked and paid for in advance. Menus, booking forms and details of how to pay are available from the
school reception.
If you think your child may be eligible for Free School Meals, please contact Reception or the Admin Office
for a claim form. The form can also be downloaded from the Herefordshire Council website.

Universal Infant Free School Meals (UIFSM)
As part of a Government initiative introduced in September 2014 all children in Reception, Year 1 and Year
2, in state-funded schools in England should be offered a free school meal. For our school this relates to
reception, year 1 and year 2 (Class 1). Many schools have had difficulty with the implementation of this
scheme and we have worked on a number of initiatives. Our aim is to provide this meal to all children with
the least amount of disruption to the school whilst utilising the limited available facilities.
The UIFSM has replaced the morning snack within Kindergarten for Reception and Year 1. Parents of
children within these groups will no longer be required to contribute a daily ‘snack’ cost.
Children attending Nursery (pre-statutory) will also receive a meal, as for Reception and Year 1. The daily
charge for this group will be 60p and should be paid in advance.
Children within Year 2 (Class 1) will also be provided with a UIFSM during the morning and when on long
days, will be provided with the UIFSM at lunchtime. On these days parents will need to provide their
children with a snack to be eaten during the morning. We will review this arrangement as the year
progresses.

Free School Meals (FSM)
Some confusion may have arisen concerning the arrangements for Free School Meals (FSM) which are very
different from the arrangements relating to Universal Infant Free School Meals (UIFSM) detailed above.
FSM provide all eligible students with a free meal each day. FSM are available for families whose income is
below a specified amount or where the family is in receipt of benefits. However, as meals are free to
Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 (Class 1) under the Universal Infant Free School Meals (UIFSM), fewer parents
are registering their entitlement to Free School Meals (FSM). This is resulting in our school losing essential
income. Every primary aged child registered as eligible for free school meals attracts an extra £1,345 to the
school.
If you believe you may qualify for free school meals, PLEASE register without delay - even if your child is
getting a free meal under UIFSM.
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You can apply for free school meals if you receive any of the following benefits:


Income Support or Income Based Job Seekers Allowance



Income-related Employment and Support Allowance



Universal Credit if NET earnings do not exceed £7,400



Pension Guarantee Credit



Child Tax Credit, where Working Tax Credit is NOT in payment AND your annual income does
not exceed £16,190 (as determined by HM Revenues and Customs)



Working Tax Credit run-on (A four week payment when your employment has ceased or your
working hours reduce below 16 a week)



Support under Part VI of the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999.

How to apply
Your application for free school meals should be made to Herefordshire council.
They will usually process applications within 48 hours and you will receive a letter confirming your
entitlement. Herefordshire council will also advise our school if the application is successful.
The Herefordshire Council application form and further information is available from their website:
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/schools-education/free-school-meals
If you think that you may be eligible for FSM please act quickly and submit your form to the Council.
Please note in addition to the benefits of a free school meal, where a pupil is on the FSM/Pupil Premium
register, s/he will be exempt from paying for materials (including kindergarten snacks), and may apply for
the remission of all or part of the charges for board and lodging on educational trips.

School Catering
Our school catering service is operated by an excellent, experienced catering contractor who provides a range
of nutritious homemade meals and snacks on a daily basis. Our caterer is also able to cater for special
dietary requirements on request.
We do require advance payments for school meals and snacks. We can offer a number of choices about how
the advance payments may be made, including payment by cash, cheque or standing order. However, we feel
that payment by standing order, on a monthly basis, direct from your bank to the school, would be the
easiest. The amount of the advance payments is based on the number of days a week that you expect your
child to require a school meal and an amount for snacks.
The actual cost to you, will depend on the number of meals you request each week. Each meal costs £2.75,
therefore if you require four meals per week the cost will be £11.00 per week; five meals per week would be
£13.75. Based on approximately 60 school days in each term, if your child has a school meal every day, the
cost would be £165 which can be paid in monthly instalments. You may also wish to add an additional
amount for any snacks.
If you have opted to pay in advance and your child does not require a pre-booked meal on any day, provided
we are notified before 10.00am on the day, you will not be charged. We will monitor all payments and school
meals on your behalf and will be able to provide you with an update on request. Meals and snacks can also be
bought for cash, on any day, by visiting the kitchen in the morning. Regrettably, we will not be able to
provide a meal or snacks unless you have confirmed arrangements for advance payments or you can make
payment on the day of purchase.
Our catering contractor is also offering a special introductory price of £2.35 per meal for children in Class 2.
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Trips, Materials and Essential Equipment for
Upper School
Materials
We hope you enjoy the wonderful crafts that your children bring home from school. Our children are
fortunate to be able to experience an extensive range of crafts from an early age, using high quality materials.
To ensure we are able to continue this, we need to charge for materials used in handwork, woodwork and
crafts.
What happens in other schools?
We aren’t alone in charging for materials. In other schools, craft sessions are often optional and both
sessions and materials are paid for by parents, or, where they are incorporated into the school timetable,
lower-grade materials are used and children are still asked to bring in payment before they are allowed take
each item that they have made home, meaning money is requested and sent into school on a number of
occasions during the year.
Asking for a single annual materials payment at the start of the school year, means we can plan ahead and
ensure our crafts, woodwork and handwork sessions can continue using the same high standard of materials.
It also means you aren’t faced with repeated requests for money before your child can bring their completed
works home.
Doesn’t my monthly donation to the school cover this?
No, the annual materials payment is a separate issue. Your monthly donation helps support the school as a
whole and ensures we are able to continue providing your chosen form of education whilst operating with a
balanced budget, and we are exceptionally grateful for this support.
What is the cost?
Below are the approximate charges for each class.

Handwork

Woodwork

Kindergartens

Crafts

Total per
Child

£15.00

£15.00

Class 1

£17.50

£17.50

Class 2

£27.75

£27.75

Class 3

£25.75

£25.75

Class 4

£20.00

£20.00

Class 5

£20.00

£14.50

£34.50

Class 6

£21.50

£14.50

£36.00

Class 7

£14.50

£16.50

£18.00

£49.00

Class 8

£25.00

£23.75

£18.00

£66.75

Charging for materials also includes Kindergarten. Considering the variety of materials used to produce
personal items for each child to take home we feel an annual charge of £15.00 is appropriate in Kindergarten.
Some of the items include craftwork, woodwork, make a skipping rope, making a boat with canvas sale, advent
crown, planting bulbs in pots, etc.
How to make your payment.
You will receive an invoice for the appropriate charge and you can pay directly into our account – please
include your account number on your bank transfer. Our bank details will be shown on the invoice.
Alternatively, we accept cheques made payable to Steiner Academy Hereford.
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For further information please refer to the Academy Charges and Remissions policy on our website at
www.steineracademyhereford.org.uk/our-school/policies/

Trips
We consider that safely managed educational visits with a clear purpose are an indispensable part of a broad
and balanced curriculum. They provide an opportunity to extend the learning of all pupils, including an
enrichment of their understanding of themselves, others and the world around them. Educational visits
should be encouraged.
Teachers wish these trips to be a complete and balanced experience of learning that supports the wholeness
of the curriculum. Trips will therefore include social/emotional, practical and academic learning and
experience. SAH will endeavour to make trips as well organised and safe as possible/reasonable and will
encourage children, as they get older to work consciously with risk assessing as part of their education.
The school encourages a number of trips during your time with us and some of the residential trips are
expensive. Planning for these costs is encouraged. Extra fundraising can be organised by a class. In order
to facilitate successful and enjoyable regular school trips, you will be asked to pay in advance,
when you return the trip consent form. For the more expensive trips, a deposit will be requested, well
in advance of the departure date. Non-payment in advance can result in your child not being able to
participate and may jeopardise the trip. If you have specific financial concerns around a trip please contact
the school Business Manager. For further information please refer to the Academy Charges and Remissions
policy on our website at www.steineracademyhereford.org.uk/our-school/policies/
Examples of Class Trips and Estimated Costs
Class I

Class II

Day outing/picnic to a local area (social
experience).

Visit to Aconbury Wood or similar social
experience. Estimated cost: £2.

Visit to Aconbury Wood x2. Estimated cost: £2.

Camp at school. Estimated Cost: £5.

Class III

Class IV

Various trips in line with Farming main lesson.

Various trips in line with the main lesson on the
home and local surroundings.

Ploughing match. Estimated cost: £2.
Visit to Woods. Estimated cost: £2.
Camp. Estimated cost £25.

Three Castles Walk overnight. Est’d cost £35.
Birds of Prey Centre, Newent. Estd cost: £10.

Class V

Class VI

Trips to support Main Lesson content ie Geography
of the British Isles and Botany.

Trips to support Geology and Roman History.

Olympics, overnight. Estimated cost £100.

Hadrian’s Wall. Estimated cost £280.
Theatre Trip. £25.

Class VII

Class VIII

Canoeing/Activity Centre 5 days. Est’d £385.

Theatre Trip. Estimated cost £47.

Bristol Museum. Estimated cost: £15.

Spanish trip: Estimated cost £550 or

Wish Wonder Surprise/Drama £50.

Gower Camping. £140.

Canoe day. Estimated cost: £15.

Black Country Living Museum. Est’d cost: £16.

Hereford Cathedral. £6.

Duke of Edinburgh, Bronze. Est’d cost: £53.

Class IX

Class X

On The Hill. Estimated cost £450.

London for History of Art/Ancient Civilisations
Main Lessons. Est’d cost: £45.
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History trip e.g. Museum of Worcester. £12.

Theatre, e.g. RSC. Est’d cost: £47 each.

Theatre trip. Estimated cost £44.

Monmouth Theatre. Estimated cost: £16.

Games main lesson. Gorge walking £60.

Drama Trips for drama students. £30.

Duke of Edinburgh, Silver. Est’d cost: £68.

Music trip for music students. £7.

Theatre Trip. £58.

Warwick University, History students. Est £45.
Overseas trip, £500 to £650.

Important Information – the Role of Parent Helpers on Trips
Parents are often asked to support teachers on class trips. These can either be single day excursions or
overnight stays lasting several days. The Trip Leader is approved by the school Principal. The EVC (External
Visits Co-ordinator) helps to organise and run the trip. The Trip Leader has a ‘duty of care’ at all times and
has overall responsibility for ensuring that accompanying staff, parents and volunteers understand their
roles and responsibilities. The Trip Leader will have detailed knowledge of the planned activities, all medical
issues, including those of adult helpers, risk assessments, back-up plans and emergency procedures.
On single day excursions, the role of the parent helper may include:
1.

Driving an Academy minibus, following in-school training and assessment and signing of the
Drivers’ Agreement;

2. Being assigned a particular child to supervise for medical or other reasons, either attached to the
group or single-handedly (for example, staying with a poorly child while the group continues on an
activity);
3. Supervising groups of children single-handedly (within acceptable statutory adult-child ratios);
4. Assisting in the supervision of children in public areas, including walking on public roads wearing a
high-vis jacket and directing traffic as required;
5.

Acting as an extra ‘pair of eyes’ when supervising the whole class;

6. Acting at all times in accordance with the Academy’s safeguarding and conduct policies.
In addition to the roles described above, parent helpers on overnight trips may be asked to:
1.

Provide pastoral support and mentoring advice for individual or small groups of children;

2. Assist with the supervision of well-being and safeguarding tasks appropriate for an overnight stay
(for example teeth-brushing, preparing for bed, tidying tents, etc.);
3. All parents assisting on overnight trips are required to provide an enhanced DBS disclosure.
The Trip Leader is responsible for choosing the adult helpers who accompany the trip. The Trip Leader will
make this decision based on a number of criteria depending on the nature of the trip and the developmental
needs of the children. Experience has shown that consistent and familiar faces can help establish the best
conditions for a successful trip, both in terms of practical logistics, skills building and from the point of view
of the children’s well-being. This is particularly true in the case of overnight trips. It is possible that an
accompanying parent or volunteer may have particular skills and/or qualification in a planned activity which
is beneficial. However, the final decision on how the trip proceeds remains the responsibility of the Trip
Leader.

Essential Equipment for Upper School Students
Here is a list of equipment that your child needs to have at school, everyday:
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Relevant exercise books, provided by the school, should be returned to school every day.



Pen, preferably black biro and a spare.



Pencils.
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Pencil sharpener.



Rubber.



Compasses. A cheap one is fine.



30cm ruler.



Protractor.



Calculator. If your child does not have a calculator, one can be purchased from school.



Coloured pencils, highlighters and Sharpies can be useful for some students, but are not required for
all.

Extra-Curricular Activities
The Academy usually offers a range of extra-curricular activities which might include art, basketball, boys
group, chess, contemporary dance, Duke of Edinburgh (bronze and silver awards) for older pupils, games,
girls group, gymnastics, dance, homework clubs, music, table-tennis, football, craft, music and woodwork,
but these are subject to change. At this time of Covid, unfortunately many activities have been paused and
will be re-introduced when we can safely do so. Information on activities will be announced in the school
bulletin and newsletter.
Many music activities were available including string, brass groups and choir. Rugby is sometimes available.
Please check the Friday Flier for the latest information. There were several lunchtime clubs and after
school clubs which are often for children of specific ages. These clubs run on set days and may vary but
often include: games and puzzles on Mondays in the Quiet Space, Handwork on Tuesdays, Games on the Egg
on Wednesdays, Drawing, Origami, Table Tennis on Thursdays and Choir on Fridays. After school clubs
used to include Gymnastics and Band on Tuesdays, Dance on Wednesdays, Football and Games on
Thursdays, 2FacedDance and Basketball on Fridays.

Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme
We have a wonderful team of dedicated volunteers who run the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme at the
school. The scheme is a personal achievement award for young people aged 14 to 25. Pupils start at the
Bronze level and can progress to Silver after completing Bronze. They can go on to complete the Gold level
after they leave school. The award can be undertaken at any time between the ages of 14 to 25. Participants
carry out activities over 3 months, 6 months or a year, which include: helping others, pushing yourself
physically, gaining skills and exploring the countryside.

Peripatetic Music Tuition
Music education is a wonderful way to teach the skills of independent study as well as offering a pathway to a
life-long interest. The Academy provides a range of individual music tuition opportunities including singing,
guitar, woodwind, brass, strings and percussion, according to demand. Lessons are taken during school
hours on a rolling rota to avoid missing the same school lesson each time. A half-hour lesson is charged at
the county rate, and a half-term’s notice to stop is required. Please contact the music teacher for more
details.

Festivals
Festivals play an important part in the life of the Academy, bringing a strong feeling of rhythm to the year, an
awareness of the seasons and a sense of continuity from year to year. The festivals are particularly important
elements in a child’s life and help to cultivate the child’s inner sense of reverence. Parents hopefully will be
invited to many of the festivals in the future but not during Covid. Details can be found in the Friday Flier.
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Festivals through the year
Please note that the dates of festivals may vary from the dates below, according to the weather and the day of
the week. Parents will be advised if there is a change.
Term 1
Each of our festivals has its unique character but often contains stories and plays, always songs and generally
involves the whole school and sometimes parents.
Lily Festival. The year begins with a whole school assembly where we welcome the class 1 children to the
school. Class 10 children present a lily to the class 1 children.
September 29th, Michaelmas. Michaelmas a traditional autumn celebration where we work together to
prepare the grounds for winter. We spend the day planting bulbs, shovelling compost, etc., with older classes
supporting younger classes. We finish with a tug of war.
November 11th, Martinmas. Martinmas is a traditional ceremony for lower school, which celebrates the
end of autumn and the life of St. Martin, a saint who showed great kindness.
December 13th, Santa Lucia. A northern European festival connected to what was once considered the
shortest day where the class 10 students bring light, biscuits and singing to the rest of the school.
Advent Spiral. From the first Sunday or week in Advent, all students walk a spiral of greenery to light their
candle from the large candle at the centre and then place it at a point along the way as they return.
Gradually the whole room is filled with light. The spiral is a picture of the cycle of life and the small but
important part we play bringing light to this, the darkest time of the year.
Advent assemblies. Following the Advent Spiral, each morning, the whole school meets to start the day,
to light candles, sing carols and hear the Christmas story.
Christmas Pageant or Festival. During the last week of term, parents are invited to see a pageant or
Christmas themed event.
Term 2
Epiphany or 3 Kings Festival. On our return to school in January, we hear the story of the 3 Kings, share
related songs and look forward to the new year.
February 2nd, Candlemas Day. An ancient festival celebrated in lower school to mark the midpoint
between the shortest day and the spring equinox.
Shrove Tuesday. Some classes make and share pancakes to celebrate the day leading up to Lent.
Spring end of term festival. Classes share poems, songs and other items, usually inspired by Spring.

Terms 3
Summer Term Begins. The whole school meets to look forward to our final term.
Whitsun Festival. The Seventh Sunday after Easter, we hold a whole school assembly to celebrate the joy
and value in the profound importance of human communication.
June 24th, St. Johns or Midsummer festival. The whole school celebrates the high point of the year
with roses, fire and singing.
Open Day and Celebration of work. A school event to which all parents are invited to see the children’s
work on display in each classroom. Come and enjoy items of poetry, song and drama by the Lower School
children and sing with us.
End of Year Festival and Class 10 Leaving Festival. We say farewell to our class 10 students and often
parents. The class 1 students who were given the lilies to start the year, present each leaving student with a
rose.
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Transport and Car Parking
Transport and Car Parking
There is a school bus service (Stagecoach number 36) between Hereford and Much Dewchurch, currently
£1.50 for a single child fare. Please ask at Reception for details. The morning bus arrives at the Academy
around 9am. The afternoon bus, number 36, leaves at 3.55pm. Parental consent to use the afternoon bus is
required for all pupils except those in upper school. Forms are distributed at beginning of academic year and
also available from Reception. Children over 11 years old are asked to wear a face mask due to Covid 19.

Academy Minibuses
The main purpose of our minibuses is to take children on field trips and other outings. At present, there are
currently two volunteer-run minibus routes to Belmont and Golden Valley, which must be paid for in
advance. The school is open to suggestions for other minibuses to run from other areas but there must be
sufficient parent-volunteers to run route.


Golden Valley (West) via Kingstone



To and from Belmont, Hereford via A465

Local Authority Bus
Transport is provided by the Local Authority for pupils for whom the Academy is their closest funded school.
Transport is also provided by the Local Authority where there is no safe walking route. Parents/carers may
also chose to buy a place on the bus, where there is capacity. Forms are available from Reception or from the
Local Authority website. If you believe you qualify for free transport please complete the Application form
for school travel assistance and return it to School and College Transport, PO Box 236, Plough Lane,
Hereford HR4 OLE.

Car Parking
The car park area is very busy, so please:


drive very carefully, especially when reversing;



lookout for small children, particularly those coming round the end of the barns;



keep a hold of your small children in the car parks and do not let them wander between cars;



observe the 5mph speed limit on-site;



DO NOT park near the houses of any of our neighbours;



DO NOT park along the farm track or block the gates next to Church Farm;



DO NOT park in the designated Minibus parking bays;



DO NOT park in the DISABLED BAY unless entitled to do so;



DO NOT in front of the Kindergarten fence, to the left of the read car park;



the front car park is for drop-off/collection only. Do not park cars here. Let kids safely in/out of your
car at the door and leave straight away;



observe the ‘one-way system’ when entering and exiting the Academy – the stone cross should
always be to the right of your car. See the diagram below;



do not obstruct other cars in the car park. At busy times, the central aisle can provide additional
parking.
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Health and Safety and Data Protection
Parents and carers are expected to fill out a Consent, Emergency Contact and Medical Information
(COMIC) form every year. This information is essential to us in relation to your child’s welfare at school. If
your child has Specific Medical Needs, an annual signed Care Plan is required. If a child falls ill, we will
contact parents immediately and arrange whatever medical assistance is required.

Site Security
We are committed to safeguarding and ensuring that we provide a secure environment, which protects the
safety of your children whilst attending this school.
All visitors, parents, contractors, etc., to the school and school grounds during normal school hours will only
be allowed entry through our main Reception at the front of the school. During Covid, all visits by parents to
the school are by appointment only. Parents are no longer able to enter through the back gate, which will be
locked at 8.50am until 3.30pm. When visiting school during these times please park your car, if driving, in
the visitors area at the front of the school, report to Reception and you will be issued with a “Visitors” badge if
you are planning to remain in the school.
If there are no car parking spaces available at the front of the school, we would ask that you park in the main
car park at the rear. From here, you will need to walk along the access road to the Reception. Please be careful
of any traffic on this road. Please can all drivers ensure that they observe the 5 mph speed limit.
During school hours every adult on school premises is required to wear an identity badge which must be clearly
visible. You will be challenged by a member of staff or student if you do not have a badge or if it is not visible.

Emergency School Closure
In cases of severe adverse weather conditions, e.g. snow, flooding, the Academy Leadership Team will make
a decision on whether to open the school or not by 7.00am and post the information on the school website
and on the Herefordshire Council school closure list. Factors taken into account include how many staff are
unable to get in, and whether the school premises are accessible and safe. A SchoolComms email message
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will be sent to all parents/carers. Information can also be obtained from the bad weather line (01981 542
058).

Contact Information
Out of School-hours – Emergency use ONLY
Please phone Kate Andrews (07792 414 065) or Stuart Askew (07880 491 070) or the Caretaker, Shinji
Nakamura (07895 989 434). Please note these contact numbers are to be used in EMERGENCIES ONLY.

Data Protection (Privacy/Notice)
The Academy holds confidential information including your contact details, children’s assessment results,
attendance information (for children over 5 years old) and personal characteristics such as your ethnic
group, special educational needs and any relevant medical information. New parents to the school will
receive a Privacy Notice outlining the school’s responsibility on data protection. We will never give
information about you to anyone outside the school without your consent, unless the law and our rules allow
us to.
It is the practice of our school to produce a telephone list of all parents, including class telephone lists, called
Telephone Trees, which is distributed within the parent community ONLY. This facilitates communications
within class groups, lift-share, and general school matters. All parents have been sent a Data Collection Sheet
on which you are asked to confirm whether or not you wish your name and telephone number to be put on
such lists. To comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR, 2018) parents must confirm with
the school if they want to be on the telephone lists and which telephone number and/or email to be
included.

Child Protection
The Steiner Academy Hereford adheres to the statutory government guidance Keeping Children Safe in
Education 2020 and follows guidelines according to Safeguarding Children and Young People in
Herefordshire and the Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH). Anyone who has any grounds whatsoever
for suspecting that a pupil may be at risk must inform our Designated Safeguarding Lead or Deputy
Safeguarding Lead. Concerns must be recorded on our recording software, called CPOMS and will be
followed-up accordingly by our trained staff. The Academy Safeguarding Policy is available from Reception
and on the Academy’s website. ALL staff and regular volunteers are required to have an enhanced DBS
clearance.

Designated Child Protection Officers
Designated Safeguarding Lead Wendy Lane
Other Child Protection/Safeguarding staff
Wendy Lane (Designated Safeguarding Lead)
Kate Andrews (Principal),
Carol Kirk (Deputy Safeguarding Lead and Pastoral Lead),
Carolyn Bond (Early Years),
Julie Whitfield (Lower School Lead and Upper School Art Teacher),
David Mace. Upper School Teacher,
Claire Dawson (Safeguarding Governor).

Photography at School
Occasionally, we would like to use photographs of your child at school in printed publications like the school
prospectus and newsletters, project display boards or on the Academy website. Video or webcam recordings
may also be used for school conferences or educational purposes. Our school may also be visited by the
media to celebrate a particular achievement or as part of the footage of a high profile event.
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To comply with the Data Protection Act 1998 and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and to
protect your child’s interests, a parental and digital image consent form must be signed for each pupil. This
form also gives the option of no photography of your child at school. We will remind parents/carers
annually, and they will be given an opportunity to reconsider their consent. Parents/carers can withdraw
their consent at any time.

Photos on School Trips
In line with our school policy and data protection regulations, teachers may take photos, on the school
cameras only, during school trips and Duke of Edinburgh expeditions, etc., if permission has been granted by
the parent. However, we cannot control what happens to photographs taken by pupils on trips.

Procedure for School Events
Permission is not given for photography or filming by anyone during school events. In
exceptional circumstances, permission may be sought, in advance from the Principal. This does not
apply to photography during general public events, but does apply to specific indoor performances, such as
festivals and plays. Where permission is granted by the Principal, the photographs are only for personal use
and must not be circulated.
If permitted to do so, parents/carers may use photographs/videos at school events for their personal use only
and these must not be circulated (including, via the internet). The same applies to photographs taken on
personal mobile phones or tablet devices.

Class Photos
Photos of each class and their teacher, from Kindergarten to Class 10, are taken annually. These
photographs provide a pictorial record of your child’s journey through the school and are available for
parents to purchase. It is reasonably requested that identifiable images of children (who are not their own)
are not published by parents on the internet, elsewhere or shared via any form of social media.

Alumni
As a school, we are very keen to know if we have been successful in achieving our vision of
enabling children to have a full experience of childhood that can nourish and develop their innate gifts and
potentials, so that they may become responsible, fearless and free individuals who think clearly, observe
perceptively and act constructively for the good of the world.
To that end, and to help build a network of ex-students, we have created the Steiner Academy Hereford
Alumni Association and are in the process of setting up an on-line forum on the school website to allow our
alumni to sign up to continue to receive information about the school, to link up with old classmates, and to
tell us how they have been getting on since they left.
When it has been developed and is up and running, the new forum will be found under the “Our School”
section of the web site.

Class Representatives
All classes have a parent, sometimes two or three, nominated as ‘Class Reps’ to strengthen the link between
teacher and parents. Class Reps play a vital role in arranging telephone trees, helping to organise transport
for outings, and coordinating the class fundraising. Class Reps also meet at least twice a term to exchange
ideas and support each other. We are delighted to tell you that Siwan Gillick has kindly agreed to be our
Class Rep coordinator.
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CLASS

TEACHER

REP(S)

KG
KG
KG
KG
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
Class 7
Class 8

Melanie Nykamp
Misty Simpson
Carolyn Bond
Wendy Peregrine
Richard Sheppard
Anna Elliott
Jo Elliott
Serena Worvill
Ivan Krapivin
Marie Morton
Tom Whitcombe
Richard Thadchanamoorthy and Sarah
Doyle
Juliet Blamey and Bernadette Howlett,
Tessa Bokole (Assistant Guardian)
Jane Anne Clegg and Colin Crawford

Nicola Thompson Coon and Jemma Clark
Alex Lay. Becky Gooch
Ruth Barnes
Siobhan Donnelly-Maguire
Frances Keenan
Lisa Mabberly and Jemima Cookson
Siwan Gillick
Cori Cruse and Kerstin Holsten
Sam Purton and Nataliya Cummings
Carolina Barbieri
Sophie Glover and Stephanie Thullen
Sam Purton. Christina Dawson-Niederer.

Class 9
Class 10

Cheryl Watson and Isabelle Darbishire
Rebecca Shields

Friends
The Friends of the Steiner Academy Hereford is the charitable organisation representing parents and friends
of the school (PTA). All parents and staff are automatically members of this charitable community
organisation, and we invite past students, grandparents and others to become friends too.
The role of Friends is to support and aid the development of our own school community, as well as other
Steiner-inspired projects around the world. This work is carried out via social, educational and fundraising
events, whether individual class fundraising or public, whole-school events. Friends has insurance to cover
all their activities and public events.
The Friends used to meet regularly, usually on the last Friday morning of the month, in the Pavilion at school
and all parents were welcome to attend, before Covid.
The Friends Trustees meet termly to develop ideas, help to co-ordinate initiatives and plan events.
The Friends committee meets monthly to develop ideas, help co-ordinate initiatives and plan events. For
now, these meetings cannot be open, but we look forward to being able to welcome all parents to join us
again, as we did prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. The success of Friends relies heavily on everyone at the
school getting involved, either in an organisational or supporting role. Find out more about Friends through
their updates in the Friday Flier. Sophy Simpson is the Chair of Friends and can be contacted
at friends@steineracademyhereford.org.uk

Friends Donations Scheme
The Friends runs the monthly Donations Scheme whereby parents are asked to make a monthly donation of
£30 per child per month, or whatever they can afford (– some pay more, some pay less –) into a ring-fenced
account which directly supports school budgets, and helps provide children with a full Steiner education.

The Steiner Friends Lottery
The new Steiner Friends Lottery benefits your children, grandchildren, great grandchildren, nephews and
nieces by raising funds for the school. We encourage everyone to get your parents, godparents, grandparents,
uncles, aunties and friends, to join in and win. Why play the national lottery where you have a 1 in 14 million
chance of winning, when you can play the Steiner Friends Lottery and have a much better chance of hitting
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the jackpot and supporting the education of our wonderful children? Of the money raised, 50% goes to our
Friends of Steiner charity and 50% goes to your prizes. Lottery tickets are based on your lucky number. The
more subscriptions you play with, the more you can win. Your numbers are entered into our draw every
month and winners are guaranteed. Each subscription costs just £5 per month, paid monthly by Standing
Order. Friends of Steiner Academy have raised thousands of pounds for our children. To join, please
complete an application form available from reception or info@steineracademyhereford.org.uk.
The bank details to join the Lottery are:
Natwest Bank.
Account name: Friends of Steiner Academy Hereford.
Account no. 41565762.
Sort code - 54-30-51.

Ways you can support Friends financially


Set up a monthly standing order and make sure you request a gift aid form if you are a tax payer



Join the Friends lottery and invite grandparents and other friends to join also. This is a monthly
draw which costs £5 for a ticket and each month there are three prizes. Email
info@steineracademyhereford.org.uk to find out more or request a form.



Buy from the school shop – there is a huge amount on offer in our little shop: books, toys, cosmetics,
cards, apple juice, little gifts and other treasures.



Support school fundraisers!

Helping the School
Your Practical Contribution
We rely on our parents for a great range of help and practical support. Please keep an eye on the Friday
Flier to ensure you can engage in these rewarding community-building activities. The kind of areas that
parents are involved in include the following.


Attending termly Class Parents Evenings and Academy Open Forum meetings, usually once a term.



Helping with class events such as camping trips and plays (including transportation).



Helping with fund-raising events of various kinds.



Helping to prepare their child’s classroom for the new school year, when the class changes room,
including decorating and spring-cleaning during the summer holiday.



Participating in various workdays.



Helping in a few classes, where another person is needed, such as in handwork and reading.

Your Financial Contribution
Parental Donations
You may already be aware that we currently operate a parental donation scheme to assist our school in
closing the gap between the grant income we receive from the government and the cost of providing a full
Steiner education for our children. Many of you are already making payments to this scheme and we would
like to say a heartfelt thank you for your support.
We would like to emphasise the importance of these donations and appeal to those who have not yet set up a
payment, to consider if they could a make a monthly donation, or a one-off payment. Although the amount
suggested is £30 per child per month, any reasonable offer will help. The more families who contribute, the
greater chance we have of achieving our target to provide the best possible opportunities for our children.
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To give an idea of the degree to which Friends supports the school’s finances, for the year 2020, Friends
committed to give school £18,000 per term. This is a substantial sum of money without which our school
would be visibly worse off. We are so proud that our parent body, through their donations and fundraising
efforts, can make such a tangible difference to the quality of education and provision that Steiner Academy
Hereford can offer.
A copy of the donation form is on the next page. Completing this form will advise us of your intention to set
up a regular payment to Friends from your bank. All payments received are used in full within the school to
supplement the increased cost of provision of the Steiner Curriculum for this school year and beyond. We
would appreciate it if you would set up your payment and return the completed form to us as soon as
possible.
Alternatively, look on our school website and click on the red button “SUPPORT THE SCHOOL” at the top of
the screen and follow the instructions (www.steineracademyhereford.org.uk/). The entire process takes only
a few minutes.

Gift Aid
It is very important that you tick this box, if relevant, as this allows us to reclaim an additional 25p from the
government for every £1 donated and it will not cost you a penny. So please let us know if you are a UK tax
payer.
If you receive more than one donation form or are contacted after making a contribution, this is simply to
allow us to plan our finances and is not intended to place any pressure on you. Your donation will be
received by Friends, in confidence and all funds will be passed periodically in a lump sum to the school.
Although some families may be unable to contribute financially on a regular basis, valuable contributions are
also being made through supporting our fundraising efforts which is also very much appreciated.
Please return your completed Donation Form to the school marked for the attention of Finance or email it to
finance@steineracademyhereford.org.uk. If you have any questions regarding how to sign up, why this
scheme is so important or how the money is used, please contact Mel in the admin office at
mel.whitehead@steineracademyhereford.org.uk

Thank you for your help and support
Fundraising
The Friends of the Steiner Academy plan to hold a major fund-raising event each term. Two of which include
the Advent Fair which takes place in the Shire Hall in Hereford and the Summer Fair which is held at the
Academy. Many other events are organised by classes and by individuals. For many of these, you will be
asked to provide contributions in the form of food, things to sell and various other forms of help. We are
always looking for new ideas and new enthusiasm!
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DONATION FORM
I am/we are pleased to make a donation to support the Steiner Academy Hereford
Please remember to contact your bank and set up the payment to the account below.
When complete please return this form to school reception marked F.A.O. Friends / Mel
Personal Details (please complete in block capitals)
Title:

First Name:

Surname:
Address:

Post Code:
Please set up your payment to the following account:
To (Friends
bank):
Account
Name:
Account
Number:
Payment
Ref:
Date of first payment:

£

per month

The Co-operative Bank
Friends of Steiner Academy Hereford

65654611

Sort Code:

08-92-99

Surname____________________
D

Signed:

D

M

M

Y

_/Class___________
Y

Y

Y

Date:

GIFT AID DECLARATION – PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SECTION
If you are a tax payer, you can make your donation worth more with Gift Aid. For every pound you give
to us, we get an extra 25p from HMRC. All you need to do is check the statement below and tick the
relevant box.
To qualify for Gift Aid, what you pay in income tax or capital gains tax must at least equal the amount we
will claim in the tax year.
A

I declare all gifts of money that I’ve made to The Friends of Steiner Academy Hereford
and all that I give from the date of this declaration are Gift Aid donations, or

D
o
Please notify us if you wish to cancel this declaration, change your name or home address or no longer
n
pay sufficient tax on your income and / or capital gains.
a
ti
o
n
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B.

I am not a UK tax payer

Sustainability and Recycling
The children and staff are working hard to improve the School’s sustainability especially with regards
to recycling. Parents are welcome to bring in the following items from home as the school gets credits
for collecting them:
Crisp packets, Stamps, Cosmetic packaging including soft wipes packages, Weleda soft tubes,
Toothbrushes, Toothpaste tubes, Disposable gloves, Pens, Plastic lids and Aluminium foil.
We still have a clothing collection bin in car park and we collect items for refugees. Please speak to
staff at Reception for more details.

Sharing Abundance and waste reduction
In these difficult times for many families, and to reduce our collective food waste, we are lovingly
starting to hold two collections of foodstuffs, available to any school family.
Firstly, by the back school gate, there will be a covered shelf for donations of fruit and veg – for any
surpluses from our school and home gardens and allotments, from the school kitchen and the free
fruit scheme. If you can use it, please take and share. John Farrow has kindly offered to keep an eye
on the shelf.
Secondly, in a cupboard by the front door at Reception, we will have a collection of long-life groceries,
household items and non-perishables available to anyone who would find them useful. Items need to
be within expiry dates, unopened and in original packaging to comply with COVID and food hygiene
requirements. We recommend small volume, high value items such as tea, pesto, honey, washing
powder, long-life fruit juice and plant milks, marmite, nut butters, gluten-free foods, toothpaste,
sanitary towels, good quality tinned foods such as vegetable curry, chickpeas and oily fish, rice cakes,
yeast flakes, vegetable stock cubes and cooking oil. Hereford Foodbank stocks lots of pasta and pet
food, so no need for these. This collection will be available to everyone, with no questions asked. If
you prefer, we can put a bag together on your behalf, to be sent home – please contact Reception for a
confidential chat. Any surplus will be donated to the Hereford Foodbank – nothing will be wasted.
Cash donations are welcome. The cupboard will be looked after by volunteers from our School kitchen
– always keen to see good food go where it is needed. Thank you to them for supporting this initiative.

Keeping You Informed
Under normal circumstances, Class Teachers, for Classes 1 to 7, hold two whole class Parents Evenings
and one Parent and Child Book Look opportunity per year. This time is dedicated to sharing
information about the children’s learning and development. It is also an opportunity to discuss trips,
fundraising and other practical, whole-class issues. However, during Covid, some meetings will be
conducted online on Teams.
Class Teachers in Lower School offer parents at least one parent ‘surgery’ session each year. This is a
one-to-one meeting to discuss your individual child. However, should you, at any time, wish to
arrange a meeting with a teacher to discuss your child then please speak directly to that teacher.
Class Guardians in Upper School hold two whole class Parents Evenings per year, plus one parent
surgery where parents have an opportunity to meet all of their child’s teachers.
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The Friday Flier
This is our fortnightly newsletter containing all school information during the term. The Market
Place is produced at the same time and includes community items and small advertisements which
are accepted with charges starting at £1 per item, for fewer than 50 words to £4 for a larger advert
with a graphic. House sale adverts are charged at £5. Contributions for Market Place are welcome,
but must be received by the Wednesday morning of the week of publication, either in writing or by
email to fridayflier@steineracademyhereford.org.uk
A smaller Bulletin is produced on alternate weeks for urgent news and notices. The Friday Flier, the
Bulletin and the Market Place are sent by email, unless paper copies are specifically requested. We
ask for a contribution of £10 to cover production cost of the paper copy. Please email your request to:
fridayflier@steineracademyhereford.org.uk

The Academy Web Site www.steineracademyhereford.org.uk/
The web site contains a great deal of information about the Academy including news, a calendar of
events, term dates, policies, job vacancies, contact details, reports and so on. The look of the website
will be changing shortly in an attempt to improve its functionality including the addition of a new
section for Alumni.

Complaints
The Steiner Academy aims to provide high quality teaching and pastoral care to its pupils and good
communication with parents and carers. However, if a parent or carer does have a concern or a
complaint, they can expect it to be treated with due care and respect by the Academy.
For general questions or concerns, please use the ‘Sharing Concerns’ form available on the
website, on our Policies page, under the heading Complaints and Compliments or from reception.
Initially, concerns should be brought to the class teacher or to the phase lead, if this is felt to be more
appropriate.
Julie Whitfield is the Lower School phase lead – julie.whitfield@steineracademyhereford.org.uk
Colin Crawford is the Upper School phase lead – colin.crawford@steineracademyhereford.org.uk
They will endeavour to resolve the issue for you and to keep you informed of any outcomes.
However, should your concern not be dealt with to your satisfaction, you can escalate
your concern to a complaint, using the processes set out on the following page called
Summative Flow Chart of the 3 Stages.
Parents and carers can be assured that all complaints will be treated seriously and professionally,
managed in line with our agreed policy. Correspondence, statements and records will be kept
confidential except where disclosure is required as part of an investigation, during an Ofsted
inspection or where any other legal obligation prevails. For complaints about a member of staff, this
person has a right to know the nature of the complaint and how the Academy intends to deal with it.
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Summative Flow Chart of the 3 Stages of the Complaints Process
CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW
INFORMAL STAGE 1


Parent/carer sends details to Principal to seek a resolution



If necessary, a meeting will be facilitated between the parent and member of staff
concerned together with their line manager



ALT or Principal communicates actions/outcomes and places record on file

(ALT - Academy Leadership Team).
(ALT – Academy Leadership Team)
ISSUE NOT RESOLVED

ISSUE RESOLVED

FORMAL STAGE 2

ISSUE RESOLVED



Parent/carer puts complaint in writing using the Complaints
Form to the Principal



Acknowledged within 2 working days



Meeting called within 10 working days, involving ALT member,
Pastoral Lead and parent/carer



Further investigation if necessary



Further meetings if necessary involving staff member within 10
working days of the previous meeting



Formal written response with reasons given for decision reached

ISSUE NOT RESOLVED

FORMAL STAGE 3- appeal to governors


Parent/carer writes to Chair of Governors to request a hearing by a panel of governors



Panel of governors formed



Hearing scheduled within 10 working days - parent/carer may bring a friend for support



If necessary, further details sought and shared with all parties at least 2 working days before the hearing



Panel reaches a decision with possible recommendations and communicates in writing within 7 working
days



The decision of the Appeals Group will be final
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Academy Staff and Staff Structure
ACADEMY LEADERSHIP TEAM
KATE ANDREWS Kate has nearly 20 years’ experience of administration and
management in a Waldorf school. She has a degree in Classical Archaeology from Kings’
College London alongside a 2 year school Business Management qualification with training
in educational systems. Kate first joined the school in the early 1990’s as a voluntary
Kindergarten assistant when her children were small before becoming a member of the
Administration team in 2004. She completed ‘Education as an Art’ Course in 2007 and
took over as Administration Manager in 2012. She has also worked as a member of the Steiner Waldorf
Schools Fellowship executive group and served as a trustee of the Cardiff Steiner School. She is dedicated to
providing strategic, collaborative leadership and creating the conditions that allow staff and pupils to
flourish.
RICHARD THADCHANAMOORTHY is the school’s Vice Principal. He has been a
teacher for over twenty years, working in a variety of educational settings and different
areas of schools, as a subject teacher of MFL, English and Citizenship, in school
management roles, ranging from Head of MFL, Head of Year to senior management. He
was inspired by Steiner Waldorf Education ten years ago when his children first attended
a Steiner Kindergarten in North London. This greatly influenced his teaching and
enabled him to bring about positive changes in the schools where he worked to promote the holistic
development and education of children in mainstream settings. Richard is Co-guardian for Class 8.
JULIE WHITFIELD completed a Teaching Diploma with a Fine Arts major in
Melbourne, Australia and went on to teach in state primary schools as well as Steiner
schools in both Australia and the UK. She completed the Steiner Teacher Training course
and became a part-time teacher at the Hereford Waldorf School before becoming a class
teacher. Julie now specialises in Art and is our Lower School Lead.
COLIN CRAWFORD has had four children go through the school, Tom, Benj, Lotti and
Sam Crawford-Sharpe, and so has been involved with the school for the past 21 years. He
trained as a maths teacher at The Steiner Academy in 2013/14 and then taught in
Leominster for two years before returning to the school where his heart is in September of
2014. He is Upper School Lead, co-guardian of Class 10 and teaches maths in Upper
School. Colin is a graduate in Computer Science from Imperial College London, and
before taking up teaching was Director of Marketing for Pure, the makers of digital radios.
ALISON GEBERT was educated at Michael Hall and Elmfield. She gained ABSM and
LTCL diplomas in flute teaching at Birmingham School of Music before moving to the USA,
where she took a History BA, followed by teacher training at the Waldorf Institute of Mercy
College of Detroit and six years as a class teacher at the Chicago Waldorf School. She came to
the Hereford Waldorf School in 1989, taking Class 1 through to 8. This is her eleventh year of
Learning Support and she also shares joint responsibility as the Academy’s named SENDCo
(Special Education Needs and Disabilities Coordinator).
WENDY LANE is our Designated Safeguarding Lead and Inclusions and Interventions
Lead and runs interventions in the Quiet Space. She has an NHS PG-Cert in Child,
Adolescent and Family Mental Well-being and is a Trained SEND teacher. She
completed a degree in History and Religious Studies from Leeds University. In her
distant past she established and managed organic gardens which led her into working as
a horticultural therapist. She has also worked as a learning support tutor at Hereford
College of Arts.
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BRENDAN O’KEEFFE is the Academy’s Business Manager. Originally, from Ireland,
Brendan moved to London and worked for a number of years in Leisure Management,
before moving into Building Maintenance and Construction and then Education. Brendan
is married to Yvonne and has two daughters who have both completed University and left
home. He hopes that his move to Wales allows him more time to participate in hobbies
which include running, climbing and canoeing. On a voluntary basis Brendan has been
involved with a number of groups providing specialist activities, opportunities and
support to children with disabilities and has been involved in the Duke of Edinburgh's Award
scheme. Brendan is also a Magistrate appointed to HM Courts and Tribunals Service.
CAROL KIRK started at the school as a Kindergarten Assistant, then went on to take the
2-year Steiner Teachers’ Training Course in Bristol. After completing 8 years as a class
teacher and taking a sabbatical year, Carol returned part-time. She now offers Main
Lesson cover and takes on various roles such liaising with the many groups of people
involved in the Academy. She is our Pastoral Lead and Deputy Designated Safeguarding
Lead, Religious Education teacher and our Early Years Supervisor.
VIVIEN ROUSE After graduating from Aberystwyth in German and French, Vivien taught
English in Spain and France before returning to gain a PGCE from Reading University. After
some years as a teacher in Bristol and Somerset she took a break from teaching and worked
for PGL, the children’s Outdoor Education provider, at their head office in Ross on Wye. In
2014 she joined SAH to teach Spanish and from September 2016 she took on the role of
Upper School SENDCo (Special Educational Needs and Disabilities Co-ordinator). She has completed the
level 7 NASENCo qualification at Worcester University and the Align for Learning course run by the Steiner
Waldorf Association for Special Educational Needs. She has two children, Matthew and Mollie, who are
both at the school.
KINDERGARTEN
CAROLYN BOND runs our third Early Years setting having been the Nursery teacher and
assistant in Karen Fielding’s Early Years – Karen ran a Kindergarten here for many years.
She has a degree in education and previously worked in London as a primary school nursery
teacher where she was especially involved with environmental and music projects. She has
completed the Waldorf Parent and Child course and the London Early Childhood training.
WENDY PEREGRINE joined the school in 2007 from Greenwich Steiner School. She
has completed the Steiner Early Years course, and was Karen Fielding's assistant for
many years. She is now the Kindergarten I Teacher.

MELANIE NYKAMP joined our school in 2011 as Kindergarten Assistant, and
alongside this was a Foster Carer, before stepping into the role of Kindergarten Teacher
in January 2016. Before joining our school, Melanie studied Art and Design then
travelled extensively, running a crafting business. After the birth of her son in 2006
Melanie worked in the nursery and kindergartens at the Greenwich Steiner School and
lead a Parent and Child group there. Melanie has completed the Waldorf Parent and
Child training and gained a Diploma in Steiner Waldorf Early Childhood Studies. Melanie is our Early Years
SENDco.
MISTY SIMPSON joined us as a kindergarten teacher. She worked as a nanny for over
a decade, looking after several children in Steiner education. She was inspired while
working in these homes and developed an interest in natural medicine. She achieved a
degree in Herbal Medicine from Middlesex University. While working as a herbalist she
began workshops for children. This sparked a deep interest in teaching so she trained as
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a kindergarten teacher on the London Waldorf Seminar while working as an Assistant Kindergarten
Teacher.
KATHY GANACHAUD completed the London Steiner Waldorf Early Childhood
Training course. She joined Melanie in 2016 as her Assistant having been a Teaching
Assistant and Kindergarten Assistant since 2014. She has two daughters at the school.

LOUISE JORDAN has five years’ experience working as a Kindergarten assistant at the
North London Rudolf Steiner School. She moved to the area and school in 2017 and now
job shares with Julia Thomas in Carolyn Bond’s Kindergarten. She has 2 sons at the
school.

TOMOKO SHEEHAN has a BA in English and MA in Applied Linguistics. She is a
qualified English teacher in Japan and a teacher of Japanese as a foreign language. She
completed the Art of Storytelling and the Foundation Year in Anthroposophy at Emerson
College. She became a Learning Support Assist in 2012, a kindergarten assistant in 2017
and works with Misty and Carolyn. She has a Level 5 Diploma in Steiner Waldorf Early
Childhood Studies and has two children at the school.
JULIA THOMAS completed the Steiner Early Years course, and has been working as
Carolyn Bond's assistant since September 2005.

STEPHANIE O’DELL joined the school as a parent in September 2009. She completed
her third year of the Early Years Steiner Education and Care course at the University of
Plymouth, and has completed a diploma in pre-school practice. Stephanie first worked as
After-Kindergarten leader before becoming a Kindergarten Assistant.

CLAIRE WILLIAMS joined the school in 2019 and works as a part-time Kindergarten
Assistant.

LOWER SCHOOL
ANNA ELLIOTT Anna is our Class 2 Teacher. She is a qualified teacher who spent last
year on our Steiner Teacher Trainee course. Following a BA Hons in English Literature she
worked for several years as a journalist before retraining as a teacher. After fourteen years
in mainstream primary school, a move with her family to Herefordshire has finally given
her the opportunity to pursue a long-held interest in Steiner Education.
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JO ELLIOTT is our Class 3 teacher. Jo is in her 19th year of teaching and comes from a
mainstream school in Bristol during which time she completed the Steiner Teacher
Training course at Wynstone’s School in Stroud. What an eye and heart opening
experience! Before that, her spare time was mostly spent rowing or running, and before that
dancing and exploring the Scottish Highlands. She loves all things Permaculture, gleaned
from time in Australia and New Zealand, and has dabbled in Biodynamics, Forest
Gardening and Forest Schools too. Fair to say, she enjoys sharing and being in the outdoors. Despite it all,
she’s never stray far from teaching – her first love. The chance to help children discover themselves and find
their footing in the world – what a privilege.
SERENA WORVILL gained a BA in Philosophy and Religious Studies in 2014, before
moving abroad to teach English to primary school children in the south of France. She has
led an after school French club in her local primary school since returning to the UK, and
has been teaching herself the Celtic harp which she has used in storytelling with young
children. Serena completed the West of England Steiner Teacher Training (WESTT) in
Gloucester and is a trained Steiner class teacher. She joined the school in 2016 as a Teaching
Asssistant and is our Class 4 teacher.
IVAN KRAPIVIN gained a BA in Curative Education from Aberdeen University. While
studying, he developed an interest in the therapeutic qualities of the Steiner Curriculum
and worked as a teacher in Camphill School Aberdeen for 12 years. He is inspired by the
use of the outdoors in delivering the curriculum and promoting wellbeing. He joined us as
the Class 7 Guardian and Upper School History Teacher. He is now the Class Teacher for
Class 5.
MARIE MORTON is the class 6 teacher. She has a BSc (Econ) in Social Anthropology, a
BSc in Occupational Therapy and a PG Cert in Advanced Occupational Therapy. Before
teaching, she worked in the NHS within secondary mental health services. She has a TEFL
certificate and taught English in Japan for a year. Marie joined the school as a parent and
has two children here. She became a teaching assistant in 2012 working 1 to 1 with
students in upper and lower school. During this time she gained a Diploma in Teaching Students with
Dyslexia and Specific Learning Difficulties. Her journey within the school continued as she took on her
class at the beginning of class 2 and after two years gained the Westt Diploma in Steiner Education in 2018.
TOM WHITCOMBE. Tom is our Class 7 Teacher. He studied Politics and German at
Aberystwyth University and spent a year working in Germany as an English teacher. He
completed a PGCE in Modern Foreign Languages and History and went on to teach at
Hawarden High School for 3 years. He then worked with young offenders, adults and
young people with profound disabilities and lastly worked with intervention groups at
Kington Primary School. He is a keen sportsman, particularly rugby, football and cricket,
mountain walking and rock climbing. We are delighted that Tom has taken on the role as our Duke of
Edinburgh Manager.
RICHARD SHEPPARD has been a parent here since 2013 and has been teaching in
schools in Herefordshire and Birmingham since 2003. He has a degree in English and
Drama and has been teaching with us since 2017. He was our Class 7 Teacher last year and is
now the Class 1 Teacher. He also teaches Drama to Class 9 and 10.
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UPPER SCHOOL GUARDIANS
JULIET BLAMEY gained a City and Guilds qualification in pattern cutting and
fashion, having completed a degree in Philosophy and Politics at Manchester
University. She then went on to work in the Wardrobe Department at The Royal
Exchange Theatre for many years before deciding to take up a post in a craft project
in Kathmandu, through VSO. After having two children on her return to the UK,
Juliet fulfilled her ambition to become a teacher, completing her PGCE (7-14 year
olds) in 2002. She worked as a Class Teacher in a Herefordshire primary schools for
10 years before joining the Academy in January 2014 and now combines her love of teaching with her
passion for needlework and craft. Juliet is Co-Guardian for Class 9.
TESSA BOKOLE gained a BA (Hons) in Human Rights at Oxford Brookes University and
a Certificate of Higher Education in Youth and Community Work. Tessa was educated from
Class 1 to 10 at the Steiner Academy Hereford. She worked at Camphill Botswana from
1997 to 2001 and then worked as a Youth Worker at Bods from 2005 to 2007. She rejoined the School as a Learning Support Assistant and is an assistant Guardian in Class 9.
Tessa has two children in the school.
JANE-ANNE CLEGG has an Honours BA in English Literature from the University of
Toronto, Canada. She did her Waldorf teacher training in Stuttgart, Germany, and Speech
and Drama training at Peredur. She joined us from the Toronto Waldorf School and the
Rudolf Steiner Centre Teacher Training Course. Jane Anne teaches Upper School English
Literature and Language. She is Co-Guardian for Class 10.
SARAH DOYLE has been involved as a parent in the school since 2001. She has a degree
in Politics and Modern History from Manchester University and has had a varied career as
a welfare rights adviser, office administrator, yoga teacher and care worker. Initially
supporting the teaching of Maths, Science and History in the Upper School as a Teaching
Assistant, Sarah continues as our Upper School History Teacher and co-guardian for Class
8.
BERNADETTE HOWLETT gained a Joint Honours Degree in Maths and Psychology
from Keele University and a Master’s Degree in Special Educational Needs in
Birmingham. She has taught in a variety of different settings including special schools,
residential schools, primary schools and in colleges. Bernadette is passionate about
valuing individuals and helping children to understand and enjoy Maths. She joined our
team in 2015 as a Maths Teacher. Bernadette is Co-Guardian for Class 9.
SUBJECT TEACHERS
REMUS ALIN CIURARIU was trained in the art of Eurythmy at The Camphill Eurythmy
School in the UK (1992-1996), after previous studies in Fine Arts (middle school), IT
(upper school) and Geology (Bucharest University, Romania). In 1991-1992 he studied at
the Waldorf Teacher Training Seminar in Bucharest. For 15 years he taught Eurythmy and
many other subjects to Classes 1 to 12 in Simeria Waldorf School, and to students, teachers
and parents in different settings. From 2000 to 2011 he organised artistic tours with his
wife and groups of pupils from the school, involving over 50 performances throughout Europe. He has had
various responsibilities including as a Head Teacher and a Member of the Board of the Romanian Waldorf
Fellowship, representing it in ECSWE, and as President of the School Parents Association. He has been our
Eurythmy teacher since 2013.
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TRACEY CLUNIES-ROSS has a BA in Development Studies; an MSc in the Social
Aspects of Science and Technology and a PhD in The Politics of Organic Farming. She
spent her early years as a campaigner and writer working for organic farming
organisations and The Ecologist. When her children were born, she focused on
converting a redundant church into a restaurant and events centre which she ran for
several years. In 2004 Tracey took on responsibility for the finances of the old
Hereford Waldorf School and in 2008 became Environmental Consultant to the
Academy. Tracey has since trained as a Steiner teacher and completed the Steiner Special Needs teaching
course. She now teaches maths Learning Support and Natural Horsemanship.
ALEJANDRA GEBAUER was born in Chile and attended the first Steiner school
founded in that country. She studied Steiner education at Emerson College and has
worked in various roles in education for over 15 years in 4 different countries, the USA,
Chile, the Czech Republic and Britain. She has worked in a Montessori nursery, in private
schools, as an interpreter in a language school in the Czech Republic and teaching English
and Spanish in Steiner schools for children with special educational needs, Bristol Steiner
school and Cardiff Steiner School. She joined us in January 2018 as our Lower school Spanish teacher.
JOHN FARROW worked in a state school in London, coordinating juggling and circus
skills workshops. He then moved to Norfolk and began to work in a Steiner school whilst
studying the Steiner Waldorf Class Teacher Training at Emerson College. Unfortunately
the school closed which prompted a move to Scotland, to the Moray Steiner School.
Before coming to work at this school, he setup a family-run goat farm in Herefordshire.
John is our Landwork Teacher. John has 4 children at the school.
JOHN JOHNSON began his teaching career teaching weaving to young people with
special learning needs in an Anthroposophical community. He later worked with John
Spence, the founder of Woodpecker Toys, before moving to Stourbridge where he founded
Toys for Children. John has been a member of the Worcester Guild of Designer Craftsmen
and the British Toymakers Guild. He teaches Woodwork to pupils from classes 5, 6 7 and
8.
DAVID MACE is our Music Teacher and Careers Lead. David studied at the Royal
Welsh College of Music and Drama in 2008, where he received excellent tuition in
performing and instrumental teaching. Switching his focus towards education, David
moved to Cardiff University in 2010 and studied under world leading musicologists
such as Stephen Walsh. David received the Paul Francis Award for Brass Performance
during his first year at the university. Since then he trained to become a teacher and
started teaching in 2011. In his spare time, he performs around the local area and conducts Swindon
Pegasus Brass Band.
CHRIS NETHERCOTT has a degree in Geology from Southampton University, and has
worked in music sales, repairs, performance and tuition. He did his PGCE in Secondary
Science at Keele University in 2006, and went on to be a Science Teacher and Lead
Practitioner. He joined us in September 2015 as our Science Lead.

ANITA ROBBERTS is the Academy's Games Teacher and a school parent. She joined
the Academy in September 2012, moving with her family from South Devon. She studied at
Plymouth University and holds a BA (Hons) in Steiner Waldorf Education. Anita has
trained in Bothmer Gymnastics at Michael Hall, and continues to do so. Her previous
employments have included Fundraising Co-ordinator at the South Devon Steiner School,
Rehabilitation Counselling, and Life Coaching. Anita is a member of the Anthroposophical
Society.
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MELISSA SAVAGE leads our Craft curriculum for Upper School and moderates the
Integrated Education Certificate (IEC). Since qualifying as a Steiner Waldorf Teacher in
2006 she has completed the Practical Skills Teacher Development course in crafts,
attended the Holme Lacy Blacksmithing College, trained in 3D Art and Design and is in the
process of completing a post-graduate qualification, Philosophy and Practice of Integrative
Education. Prior to joining the school Melissa spent over 20 years working in education, IT
and telecoms both in the UK and Australia.
SARAH SCHILD has spent most of her adult life working with young people both in
learning and recreational environments. She qualified in the late 1980’s as an Early Years
teacher gaining a BEd Hons with R.S. and Music specialisms and has taught for over 12
years in state primary schools both in England and Wales. Whilst having her family, she
remained involved in education, taking on roles such as youth work, managing nursery
schools, leading Early years choirs and becoming a parent governor in both a primary and
secondary school. Her eldest daughter is now commencing her final year at university, whilst her youngest
is in Hereford sixth form, year 13, doing A levels and deciding on her next steps. So shortly life will change
again! Sarah became inspired by Steiner Waldorf education just a few years ago, and this summer
graduated from the WESTT (West of England Steiner Teacher-Training) course in Gloucester. She is
currently taking on a new role as a Learning Support Teacher in Lower School, in addition to the Learning
Support Assistant role she has been doing for a couple of years now.
FINULA SHANAHAN was a pupil at Michael Hall Steiner Waldorf School from
Kindergarten through to Class 12. She gained a National Diploma Foundation in 3D Studies
and a BA Honours Degree in Interior Architecture whilst working under a horticulturalist
restoring and caring for specialist gardens. After working for many years as a senior
Commercial Interior Designer and Space Planner she moved with her family to Wales. She
has 2 young children at the Steiner Academy and took on the role of Landscape Steward in
January 2015. Finula is also an apprentice Science teacher in the Upper School.
ALICIA SOTO VILA worked as a Lawyer for the Government of Madrid, Spain, in the
Urban Development and Environment Department, as Head of Harmful, Toxic and
Dangerous Substances. She lived and worked in Jamaica for 12 years, collaborating with
the Spanish and Peruvian Embassies and the United Nations Environment Program. She
qualified as a teacher in the UK and taught Spanish at Worcester Sixth Form College, New
College Worcester for the Blind, Pershore High School and Prince Henry's High School.
She is a qualified Fitness Instructor and Advanced Pilates Instructor, having worked in the Fitness and
Leisure industry for more than 10 years. She enjoys travelling, fitness, music, cinema and literature and is
our Upper School Spanish teacher.
KATHARINA WATERFIELD studied music at Alanus College in Bonn, and later
gained a Curative Education qualification from the Sheiling School in Thornbury. Since
then she has led class orchestras at school, as well as youth orchestras outside. Katharina
joined the school in 1991 as a parent and Violin teacher and in January 2008 as a
Learning Support Teacher and is an Upper School English Teacher.
SUPPORT STAFF and PARENT AND CHILD STAFF
JULIET ABLETT joined the school community in 2006. She was a parent here for 10
years as well as a part time receptionist, and then teaching assistant in lower and upper
school. After a 4 year break, Juliet is now back at school as a Learning Support Assistant
in Upper School.
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SUZIE BENTLEY is a former pupil and began as Caroline Braid’s assistant in
Kindergarten. She worked in kindergarten for 20 years and is now leading some of the
Snowdrops parent and child sessions.

LOUISE BROSNAN has recently joined the staff as a Learning Support Assistant
having gained an M.A. from the Royal College of Art, she has continued to practice
painting, illustration and pottery throughout her life. She taught GNVQ and BTEC
students life drawing and illustration at Worcester College of Technology, has worked
one to one with children privately, as well as being employed on Children’s Summer
Workshops. Louise has been a parent at the school since 2007.
JENNY BOLSIUS is a Learning Support Assistant. Jenny did her Waldorf training in
London and also has a FdA in Learning Disabilities and Autism and a BA (Hons) in Social
Welfare. She was a class teacher and lower school French teacher at the Hereford Waldorf
School from 1987 to 1998, before moving to the Midlands to teach at Elmfield. Jenny left
teaching in 2006 and did a variety of teaching support and care jobs, then studied at the
University of Worcester. Jenny has since worked in the area of child protection.
RACHEL BUSHELL grew up mostly in Germany, attending BFES schools. She joined
the Academy in 2008, bringing with her a wealth of practical experience in special needs
education and behaviour management. Rachel works as a Learning Support Assistant.

ESTHER BYFORD is an admin assistant and also a Learning Support Assistant in Upper
School, working with Classes 8, 9 and 10. Esther supports in whole classes, small groups of
students and one-to-one with individual students. As an admin assistant, Esther updates the
website and produces the Market Place which contains notices for events and activities
being run by parents and friends of the Academy and is distributed with the Academy
newsletter, the Friday Flier. Her two sons attended the School for many years. Before moving to Hereford,
Esther worked at an environmental, non-governmental organisation, assisting in the publication of books,
DVDs and websites.
CIARA CAGNEY Ciara came to Hereford in 2015 to complete a BA in Contemporary
Design Crafts at Hereford College of Arts, specialising in ceramics. After graduating in
2019, she discovered Steiner education and found a deep admiration for its nurturing
approach. She joins the Academy this September as a Learning Support Assistant.

PATSY COLLINSON is the leader of the Parent and Child group which opened in
January 2018. She has a background in education having qualified and worked as a
primary school teacher. She encountered Waldorf education when her own children were
small and then trained as a Kindergarten teacher. She has worked in Kindergarten and
run Parent and Child Groups previously.
YUTA FAIRS-BILLAM Yuta started her career as a Nursery Nurse. Over the years her
roles have included working as an Assistant Social worker within a Child Protection Team,
Tutoring Childcare and Education on a Diploma Course and running her own Steiner
influenced Childminding Service. Both her children, Ro and Temy, currently attend the
school.
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LIZ KURTIS Liz gained a BA (Hons) in Interior Architecture at Surrey Institute of Art
and Design in 1997. Liz assisted in the Kindergarten La escuela Waldorf de La Alpujarra,
Andalucia, Spain from 2005 to 2007. She then worked at El Til-ler Waldorf School,
Bellaterra, Barcelona from 2007 until 2011, whilst studying a postgraduate course in
Steiner-Warldorf education. Liz is a Learning Support Assistant and has one child in the
school.
FRANCESCA MEYNELL is a Parent and Child leader for the Thursday Snowdrops
group. She has beenworking in Steiner education for twenty years: as a founding
kindergarten teacher of Beechtree Steiner Initiative in Leeds, where she also led Parent
and Child groups. She has been a core tutor for the kindergarten teacher training
NESWEC course and is a Steiner education adviser for Ruskin Mill Trust, who work with
young people with SEND using the Steiner approach. She is delighted to have joined
Snowdrops in the Summer Term 2019 and her two daughters have also loved attending.
MICHELLE MURPHY After graduating with a degree in Fine Art and Art History,
Michelle taught English as a foreign language, worked as a Nanny and travelled abroad.
Michelle worked in the Kindergarten for ten years before becoming a Learning Support
Assistant in the main School. Michelle has one child at the School.
LESLEY REES gained a BSc from Bath and became a Kindergarten Assistant in 1997 in
Corsham. She joined the Academy as a parent in 1999 and became a Learning Support
Assistant at the School in 2015.

MATIAS SERRA DELMAR Matias studied Visual Arts at Emerson College and Hereford
College of Arts where he obtained a BA (Hons) in Fine Art and is a practicing artist. He has
worked with young people at risk of being excluded at Jamie's Farm, Hereford. There he
gained experience working with teenagers from all over the UK, helping them go back to
school by gaining confidence through cooking, farming and being in a rural setting. He has
children in the school and enjoys being creative and crafty.
BETH STARK Beth gained a BA in Spanish at the University of Southampton in 2017.
She spent her placement year in Mexico teaching English at a university in Toluca. Since
graduating Beth has worked as a personal trainer and group fitness instructor. Beth joined
the school as a Learning Support Assistant in March.

MARTHA STARK joined the school this year and works as an Learning Support
Assistant in Lower School.

GILES WHITEFORD Giles is a parent at the school and joins us as a Learning Support
Assistant this year working in Class 5 and 8. He has a keen interest in cycling.

BECCA WOODYATT is our Eurythmy piano player and assistant to our Eurythmy
Teacher. She is also a parent at the school. Becca did a degree in Drama with Music and
then a degree in Occupational Therapy. When Becca is not at school, she works in the field
of mental health.
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OFFICE/ADMINISTRATION
STUART ASKEW joined us as Premises Manager in 2014. He worked in industry for 18
years in project management roles dealing with facility managers in the NHS, and
developing product and service solutions. He is a qualified plumber. Two of his children
have left the Academy and one is still here. His children first joined when the school became
an Academy.
TYLER BALDWIN We are very pleased to welcome Tyler as our new ICT Apprentice
working with Piers Eames, our ICT network manager. Before starting here, Tyler went to
Hereford Sixth Form college where he studied Computer Science and Computer Games
Development/Cyber Security.
CHRISTINE CHAMPNESS Chris has worked in education since 1995. She has taught
Geography in secondary schools and has been a teaching assistant at primary level. She
joined the Steiner Academy in September this year and is working in Reception with Maggie
two days a week.

PIERS EAMES is our ICT network manager responsible for the School's computer
network, phone system and associated equipment. He provides support for Admin
systems as well as teaching and student ICT facilities.

HELEN GOUGH worked at Aylestone School in the admin office before joining the
Academy in February 2010. She is our exams officer and School Information
Management System or SIMS manager. Helen is the face behind the Friday Flier.

SARAH HOWELLS is our Admin Apprentice. Sarah completed the Level 2 Extended
Certificate in Business, at the Herefordshire and Ludlow College before joining us as our
Admin Apprentice in September 2019. Sarah completed her Level 2 in Business Admin
last year and is joining us for a second year progressing onto her Level 3.

DIANE PHILPOTTS completed her Association of Accounting Technician levels 1-3. She
worked as an Accounts Manager for a chartered surveyor for 17 years before moving back to
Hereford in 2013. She joined the Academy as the Finance Officer in May 2014.

MAGGIE SETTERFIELD has worked in Reception since March 2009. Previously she
worked to support people with drug problems, homelessness and mental health issues. She is
our receptionist, First Aider, school librarian and EVC (Educational Visit Co-ordinator).
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DENISE STEVENS has a degree in Computing in Business and spent a number of years
working in IT roles. Then followed by a period of 12 years working in Early Years, most
recently at a nursery in a local primary school. Denise has been involved with Steiner
Academy Hereford as both a parent and volunteer and works in the Administration Team.
She is the School’s Admissions Secretary, Attendance Officer, Health and Safety Officer
and Nursery Manager.
MEL WHITEHEAD obtained a BA in English Literature and Philosophy at the
University of Leeds. She moved to Herefordshire in 2003 and became a member of the
Finance Mandate Group. After working as a volunteer, she became Finance Assistant in
2008.

Also:
CHRIS ADDISON Science Lab Technician.
SHINJI NAKAMURA Caretaking.
KARLA PRATES Eurythmy Therapist.
IAN LYTHGOE Bus maintenance.
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Governance
Governing Body / Committee Membership

Name of Governor
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Type of Governor

Committee Membership

Kate Andrews, Academy Ex-officio Governor
Principal

All committees.

Adam Brierley,
Vice Chair

Appointed Governor

Chair of Personnel Committee and
Co-Vice Chair.

David Donaldson

Appointed Governor

Teaching and Learning and the Lower
School link Governor.

Sarah Doyle

Teacher Governor

Alison Gebert

Teacher Governor

Admissions Committees. Teaching
and Learning Committee.

Niki Nakamura

Co-Opted Governor

Finance, Premises and Personnel
Committees.

Harry Rouse, Chair

Appointed Governor

Finance and Premises Committee.

Lyn Rushbrooke

Appointed Governor

Finance and Premises Committee,
Teaching and Learning Committee
and the Upper School link governor.

Claire Dawson,
Co-Vice Chair

Co-Opted Governor

Safeguarding Governor. Member of
Personnel and Teaching and Learning
committees and Co-Vice Chair.

Sylvie Sklan

Appointed Governor

Teaching and Learning and
Admissions Committees.

Jill Tate

Appointed Governor

Finance & Premises Committee.
Teaching and Learning Committee
and SEN Link Governor. Admissions
Committee.

Chris Stead

Parent Governor

Personnel Committee.
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Parent Survey 2020
An extensive survey of parents was carried out by the Academy in the Spring term of 2020. A range of
questions was asked based on those used by Ofsted in their Parent View Survey and comments were
invited.
163 parents completed the survey and the results and comments were extremely positive:
95% of respondents agree/strongly agree that their child is happy at school
95% of respondents agree/strongly agree that their child feels safe at school
89% of parents feel that their child is doing well here
94% would recommend this school to another parent
The results of the full survey can be accessed here or at this webpage
www.steineracademyhereford.org.uk/parents/parent-survey/
64 parents added comments and these have been very helpful in informing this year’s Priority
Objectives which can be found in this Handbook.

Here is a small selection of the many positive comments that were received:
Our child has made great strides in their development, personal, social and educational, which
wasn't happening in mainstream. We cannot recommend Steiner and all staff enough.

I am so, so pleased with this school with three children in three different classes all with very
different needs and interests and the school suits them all.... the staff are all honest, kind and
passionate about the education system they teach in... the community is wonderful and we are so
grateful to be part of it.

Love the school in so many ways. Was sceptical at first but now I think they have been very lucky to
have experienced this education. Great school!

I am so delighted for my daughter to be at this school. Children are truly nurtured and protected
here and they are supported to learn in the most effective way - from a position of willingness.

It is a wonderful school where adults and older children are great models for youngers, they feel
cared for and cherished. Safe place to learn and grow.

Our daughter loves the school and is flourishing. In addition to meeting her educational needs the
school is helping her grow into a thoughtful and compassionate individual with the confidence and
communication skills to interact with children and adults of all ages. It is one of the most
extraordinary aspects of the school.

This school is possibly the finest school in the country. I would move mountains to get my child in
here and am grateful she has the privilege to do so.

Thank you all for your warmth and support.
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Priority Objectives for 2020 to 2021
P01 Continue to develop the whole school Waldorf Curriculum and assessment frameworks:




Ensuring that the curriculum is broad and ambitious enough to address the whole being of
the child in body, mind and soul; and is well-sequenced allowing all learners to consistently
access learning in diverse ways;
Teachers can accurately assess the pupils' progress, including their overall development and
well-being, to support and plan effectively for their future learning.

Particular focus in this area will be on:







Literacy and Reading
Numeracy
Science
Spanish
Physical Education
IT

PO2 Fully implement teaching of the statutory RSE/PSHE curriculum in both LS and US in an
age-appropriate fashion and in ways that reflect our holistic approach to learning in Main Lesson
and also the spirit of Steiner's indications, particularly with regard to the image and nature of the
human being.
PO3 Develop, expand and embed an effective whole school bullying prevention strategy.
PO4 Ensure that pupils with SEND or who are disadvantaged in other ways are fully supported by
the school.
PO5 Investigate and evaluate the negative impact of the recent school closure on pupil’s
educational learning, personal and social development.
PO6 Improve attendance to at least the national average.

Additional Objectives
Governors have also identified a number of additional objectives which although not a priority,
they are necessary to drive forward various developments and continuous improvements within
the school.

AO 1 Deepen the understanding and practice of Steiner pedagogy with particular reference to
landwork within the curriculum.
A02 Develop, expand and embed effective mentoring system.
AO3 Review and promote a whole school vision.
AO4 Evaluate communication with stakeholders and introduce improvements where appropriate,
especially in regards to pupil progress and new families.
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A New Sport, Science and Craft Building
Planned for School
Over the past eighteen months, or so, the Academy has been developing plans for a new building
within the Academy grounds to house spaces and facilities that will enhance the education provided.
The plans were originally only for a sports building; to address current difficulties with, and
limitations to sport and physical activity education that result from the lack of a proper sports hall and
changing rooms. This issue has led to a limit on who can engage in physical education, and how
much; with resulting cancellations of sports sessions and after-school sports clubs (from weather and
timetable clashes) and the need to waste a lot of useful time travelling to and from hired facilities in
Hereford and elsewhere. The Academy wants to do so much more and better, but this is presently not
possible. A sports hall will make more, better sport and physical education possible – without having
to get in a minibus!
In those eighteen months – since first starting to look at this plan seriously – it has emerged, through
a process of consultation with the whole Academy community, that the planned new building could
also enhance other parts of the school education and life; it could also include new classrooms and
studios for science and craft, and spaces that could be used to build village and school community
strength.
So, we have arrived at a point where we have a really exciting concept plan (see the sketch to follow)
for the whole Academy including a new building that would house: a large sports hall with all the
necessary changing rooms and storage, a large foyer with possible café for community use and
interaction, two science classroom laboratories, a new ‘centre’ for craft including a woodwork studio,
craft studio with the kiln, the forge building and outdoor teaching and working areas for both craft,
science and play. The sports facilities would also be available to the village community and to other
schools and clubs.
The new building would allow rooms within the existing Academy building to be reallocated: such as
to double the size of the existing Handwork room, to convert the present Woodwork room into an
office and/or education support room and the possible conversion of the present science laboratory
into a kitchen; to add the teaching of cookery, nutrition and diet to the curriculum.
The plans also include a small carpark and school bus lay-by at the upper end of Jim’s (or St. David’s)
field; to improve public transport and cycling links to the school and to relieve the congestion and car
park difficulty everyone currently endures.
The proposed building is currently being discussed with Herefordshire Council planning department
and the likely cost of the building is being developed. By the end of 2020 we hope that we will have a
clear idea of getting Planning Permission for the building and will also have started looking into
grants, gifts and other sources of funds to enable its construction.
The addition of this new building to our school would mark the beginning of a wonderful new chapter
for Steiner Academy Hereford; with more craft, better science and sport, better community links and
even additions to the curriculum like cookery – not to mention a happier, safer drop-off and pickup
each day.
Gabriel Gillick
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Whole School Attendance Figures for
2019-2020
Overall attendance

92.4%

Authorised absence

6.4%

Unauthorised absence

1.2%



Whole school attendance has dropped slightly on last year’s figure of 93.0%. Percentage
figures on authorised and unauthorised absence are relatively similar to 2018/19. During the
year we continued to drive forward on several initiatives to improve attendance and these
proved very successful.



We do believe that within the weeks immediately prior to the “lockdown” which commenced
from the 20th March 2020, a number of parents had concerns with regards to their children’s
safety and we believe this had a negative impact on attendance. Our attendance figure on the
9th March 2020 was recorded at 93% and we were expecting to achieve 94% by the end of the
year.



Persistent absenteeism remained high with 21.8% of pupils having an attendance figure of less
than 90%. There will be a continued focus on improving this figure in 2020 to 2021.



Pupil attendance is used by Ofsted as a key school performance indicator, when inspecting
school.
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Pupil Achievement & Progress in 2020
C10 cohort this year was 26 which included:
8 students (31%) with Special Educational Needs (SEN)
And 3 students (12%) with Pupil Premium funding (PP Students).

GCSE Headline Data








88% pupils achieved grade 4+ standard pass in English and Maths (60% in 2019)
54% pupils achieved grade 5+ standard pass in English and Maths (24% in 2019)
92% pupils achieved grade 4+ standard pass in English (96% in 2019)
77% pupils achieved grade 5+ standard pass in English (80% in 2019)
88% pupils achieved grade 4+ standard pass in Maths (60% in 2019)
58% pupils achieved grade 5+ standard pass in Maths (32% in 2019)
EBACC Grade 5+ with English and Maths: 19% (4% in 2019).




APS: 4.36 (3.95 in 2019)
Progress 8 : Initial Estimate 1.82 (0.83 in 2019)
Attainment 8: 51.19 (45.5 in 2019)

Additional GCSE Data







85% pupils achieved 5+ GCSE standard passes or above with English and Maths (56% in
2019)
92% pupils achieving 5+ GCSE passes (100% in 2019)
85% pupils achieving 5+ GCSE standard passes (68% in 2019)
100% pupils achieving at least 1 GCSE pass (100% in 2019)
36.52 APS for GCSEs (36.32 in 2019)
46% pupils achieved higher grade passes (8 or 9) (44% in 2019)

Initial Analysis
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Improvement in school’s Attainment 8 pupil achievement data;
Progress 8 Data, yet to be confirmed, should continue to be in excess of +1: an improvement
on last year;
Sharp improvement in EBacc APS (average points score) for pupils and number of pupils
achieving the EBacc;
Increase in the number of pupils achieving higher grade passes (8 or 9);
Sharp improvement in Maths results, bettering the excellent results achieved two years ago;
Continued improvement in English;
Sharp increase in standard and higher passes in Science, Spanish and Music.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Privacy Notice for Pupils
Steiner Academy Hereford

Privacy notice for pupils and their families
All schools are currently required to inform pupils and their families about how their personal data may
be collected and used. This requirement will remain once the General Data Protection Regulations
(GDPR) come into effect on 25 May 2018.
However we are required to revise our privacy notices to include further information on processing
individuals’ personal data, in order to be compliant with the GDPR. We are using this notice to ensure
we are compliant with GDPR and to communicate how we process personal data relating to pupils and
their families.
Who processes your information?
The Steiner Academy Hereford, (SAH) is the data controller of the personal information you provide to
us. This means the school determines the purposes for which, and the manner in which, any personal
data relating to pupils and their families is to be processed. The Data Protection Officer acts as a
representative for the school with regard to its data controller responsibilities; he/she can be contacted
on 01981 540 221 or info@steineracademyhereford.org.uk.
In some cases, your data will be outsourced to a third party processor; however, this will only be done
with your consent, unless the law requires the school to share your data. Where the school outsources
data to a third-party processor, the same data protection standards that SAH upholds are imposed on
the processor.
Helen Gough is the appointed Data Protection Officer. Her role is to oversee and monitor the school’s
data protection procedures, and to ensure they are compliant with the GDPR. Helen Gough can be
contacted on 01981 540 221 or info@steineracademyhereford.org.uk.
Why do we collect and use your information?
SAH holds the legal right to collect and use personal data relating to pupils and their families, and we
may also receive information regarding them from their previous school, LA and/or the DfE. We collect
and use personal data in order to meet legal requirements and legitimate interests set out in the GDPR
and UK law, including those in relation to the following:
 Article 6 and Article 9 of the GDPR
 Education Act 1996
 Regulation 5 of The Education (Information About Individual Pupils) (England) Regulations
2013
In accordance with the above, the personal data of pupils and their families is collected and used for the
following reasons:






To support pupil learning
To monitor and report on pupil progress
To provide appropriate pastoral care
To assess the quality of our service
To comply with the law regarding data sharing
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Which data is collected?
The categories of pupil information that the school collects, holds and shares include the following:









Personal information – e.g. names, pupil numbers and addresses
Characteristics – e.g. ethnicity, language, nationality, country of birth and free
school meal eligibility
Attendance information – e.g. number of absences and absence reasons
Assessment information – e.g. national curriculum assessment results
Relevant medical information
Information relating to SEND
Behavioural information – e.g. number of temporary exclusions
Photographs – these will be used to aid our records management and attendance
procedures.

Whilst the majority of the personal data you provide to the school is mandatory, some is provided on a
voluntary basis. When collecting data, SAH will endeavour to inform you whether you are required to
provide this data or if your consent is needed. Where consent is required, SAH will provide you with
specific and explicit information with regards to the reasons the data is being collected and how the data
will be used.
How long is your data stored for?
Personal data relating to pupils at SAH and their families is stored in line with the school’s GDPR Data
Protection Policy.
In accordance with the GDPR, the school does not store personal data indefinitely; data is only stored
for as long as is necessary to complete the task for which it was originally collected.
Will my information be shared?
The school is required to share pupils’ data with the Department for Education (DfE) on a statutory
basis.
The National Pupil Database (NPD) is managed by the DfE and contains information about pupils in
schools in England. SAH is required by law to provide information about our pupils to the DfE as part
of statutory data collections, such as the school census; some of this information is then stored in the
NPD. The DfE may share information about our pupils from the NDP with third parties who promote
the education or wellbeing of children in England by:




Conducting research or analysis.
Producing statistics.
Providing information, advice or guidance.

The DfE has robust processes in place to ensure the confidentiality of any data shared from the NDP is
maintained.

SAH will not share your personal information with any third parties without your consent, unless the
law allows us to do so. The school routinely shares pupils’ information with:
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Pupils’ destinations upon leaving the school
The LA
The NHS
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Once our pupils reach the age of 13, we are required by law to pass on certain information to our LA
who are responsible for the education or training of 13-to-19-year-olds. We may also share specific
personal data of pupils who are aged 16 and over with post-16 education and training providers, in order
to secure appropriate services for them. The information provided includes addresses and dates of birth
of all pupils and their parents, and any information necessary to support the services, e.g. school name,
ethnicity or gender.
Parents are able to request that only their child’s name, address and date of birth are passed to the LA,
by informing Data Protection Officer via email or letter. Once pupils reach 16 years of age, this right is
transferred to them, rather than their parents. For more information regarding services for young
people, please visit our LA’s website: Herefordshire.gov.uk.
We are also required to pass certain personal information to careers services once pupils reach the age
of 16.

What are your rights?
Parents and pupils have the following rights in relation to the processing of their personal data.

You have the right to:







Be informed about how the Steiner Academy Hereford (SAH) uses your personal
data.
Request access to the personal data that SAH holds.
Request that your personal data is amended if it is inaccurate or incomplete.
Request that your personal data is erased where there is no compelling reason for
its continued processing.
Request that the processing of your data is restricted.
Object to your personal data being processed.

Where the processing of your data is based on your consent, you have the right to withdraw this consent
at any time.
If you have a concern about the way SAH and/or the DfE is collecting or using your personal data, you
can raise a concern with the ICO. The ICO can be contacted on 0303 123 1113, Monday-Friday 9am5pm.

Where can you find out more information?
If you would like to find out more information about how we and/or the DfE collect, use and store your
personal data, please visit our website www.steineracademyhereford.org.uk or download our GDPR
Data Protection Policy.
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Privacy notice for pupils and their families.
Pupil/s Details.
Name

Class

Declaration

I, ________________________________________________ , declare that I understand:




Steiner Academy Hereford has a legal and legitimate interest to collect and process my personal
and children’s data in order to meet statutory requirements.
How data is used.



Steiner Academy Hereford may share data with the DfE, and subsequently the LA.



Steiner Academy Hereford will not share data to any other third parties without consent, unless
the law requires the school to do so.



Steiner Academy Hereford will always ask for explicit consent where this is required, and I must
provide this consent if I agree to the data being processed.



Data is retained in line with the school’s GDPR Data Protection Policy.



My rights to the processing of my personal data.



Where I can find out more information about the processing of my personal data.
Parent/Guardian
Name:
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Signature:
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Date:

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

We would like to ask for your cooperation in promptly completing the above declaration which should
be returned to the Data Protection Officer at the Steiner Academy Hereford.
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Appendix 2 – Safeguarding for Visitors

WENDY LANE
Designated
Safeguarding Lead

JULIE WHITFIELD
Lower School Lead and
Upper School Art
Teacher

KATE ANDREWS
Principal

David Mace
Upper School Teacher

CAROL KIRK
Deputy Safeguarding
Lead and Pastoral Lead

CAROLYN BOND
Early Years

CLAIRE DAWSON
Safeguarding Governor

Safeguarding for Visitors
For urgent concerns, speak to an expert at
Herefordshire Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub, MASH
01432 260 800 www.herefordshire.gov.uk/MASH
The Steiner Academy Hereford recognises that it has a duty to ensure arrangements are
in place for safeguarding and promoting the wellbeing of children. All members of the
school community, including visitors, play a full and active part in protecting children
from harm.
The following policies are linked to the information contained in this leaflet :
Safeguarding & Child Protection Policy Anti-Bullying Policy
Safe Touch Policy
PHSE Policy
DBS & Police Checks Policy
Health & Safety Policy
Safer Recruitment Policy
Staff Code of Conduct
Unacceptable Behaviour Policy
Student ICT Acceptable Use Policy
Use of Photography & Digital Images Policy
Behaviour Policy for pupils
ICT, E-Safety, Email & Internet Policy for Staff
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This leaflet outlines how we, as a school and a community,
lay the ground rules for keeping all of our children safe.
Safeguarding Protocol

Are you worried about a child at our school?
Speak to one of these staff members, at any time, by phoning the school
on 01981 540221 or the mobile number below:
Wendy Lane. Designated Safeguarding Lead.
Kate Andrews. Principal. 07792 414 065.
Carolyn Bond. Early Years.
Carol Kirk. Deputy Safeguarding Lead.
Julie Whitfield. Lower School Lead.
David Mace. Upper School Teacher.
Claire Dawson. Safeguarding Governor. Contact
claire.dawson@steineracademyhereford.org.uk
For urgent concerns, speak to an expert
at Herefordshire Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub MASH
Telephone 01432 260 800. www.herefordshire.gov.uk/MASH
How can you contribute to the safety of our pupils?
Child Protection
Safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility - we rely on EVERYONE working with children
to take suspicions, allegations or concerns about a child seriously. We are all responsible
to protect children from physical, sexual, emotional harm, and neglect.
If a child or young person tells you something that concerns you:
 Allow them to speak without interruption and accept what they say
 Never agree to keep information confidential
 Tell them you will help and that you must pass the information to one of the
Safeguarding Team.
In all cases you must share your concerns with:
 The Designated Safeguarding Lead or Deputy immediately
Concerns must be recorded “verbatim”, if possible, on our recording software, called
CPOMS and will be followed-up accordingly by our trained staff. You should also talk to
the Designated Safeguarding Lead or Deputy Safeguarding Lead as soon as possible.
If you receive an allegation of abuse involving a member of staff (from any organisation), a
carer or a volunteer, including yourself: You must inform the Principal immediately.
How do I ensure my behaviour is always appropriate?
On arrival please report straight to Reception and sign in, stating your reason for visiting
and sign out at the end of your visit.
 Wear your visitors badge at all times.
 Please turn off your mobile/smart phone. Keep it out of sight and do not access it
in a space with children present (e.g. classroom, playground).
 Do not photograph or video children.
 Adults should only use the designated adults toilets located in the foyer or
Church Farm Administration block.
 Practice respectful physical contact with children. If you are helping them with a
task and this involves touching a pupil, it is good practice to ask their permission
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first. A simple “May I?“ before taking their hand, for example. Some children, for
cultural reasons or because of an Additional Learning Need find touch
problematic.
Be careful how you interact with or speak to a child, the child may interpret it
differently.
Only visitors who have had their DBS processed through school or have a
portable DBS, can work 1 to 1 with a pupil and should ensure they are visible to
others through a glass window/door. All other visitors must remain with a
member of staff at all times.
All adults must direct visitors to reception.
Confidential or personal information about a pupil and/or their family must
never be disclosed to anyone other than on a need to know basis.
Please do not discuss the school, its pupils or staff on social media.
Site Safety










Denise Stevens is the designated Health and Safety Officer.
Any breaches of Health and Safety must be reported to her
immediately.
In the event of the fire alarm sounding please leave the
building by the nearest exit at once. If you are working with children please
ensure their safe and timely exit with you. Muster point is the MUGA (Games
area) at the back of the main car park.
Do not tackle fire. Raise the alarm by smashing the glass at the nearest fire alarm
point and leave the building.
Risk assessments are updated regularly & communicated to pupils & staff.
All members of staff are required to wear staff lanyards at all times.
All visitors to wear visitor lanyards at all times.
First Aid
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Maggie Setterfield and Christine Champness are the designated First
Aiders on duty in Reception.
A debrillator is situated outside the front of the school, visible and
accessible from the front car park.
Many of our staff are emergency first aiders.
If you or a child needs assistance, in an emergency, do not hesitate to call 999 for an
ambulance. If it is not an emergency, contact a member of staff.
Please report any accidents during your visit, which will also need to be recorded. Visitors
should not treat children unless permission has been given. In an emergency do not
hesitate to call 999 for an ambulance.
Accidents must be recorded in the accident book held in Kindergarten and in Reception.
Emergency Medicines including asthma inhalers, are kept in Reception.
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Appendix 3 – Sharing Concerns

CONTACTS
The Academy Tel: 01981 540 221
FIRST CONTACT TEAM
Academy Principal
Kate Andrews
kate.andrews@steineracademyhereford.org.uk
Academy Vice Principal
Richard Thadchanamoorthy
richard.thadchanamoorthy@steineracademyhereford.org.uk
Pastoral Lead
Carol Kirk

carol.kirk@steineracademyhereford.org.uk

Class 8 to 10
Colin Crawford

colin.crawford@steineracademyhereford.org.uk

Class 1 to 7
Julie Whitfield

julie.whitfield@steineracademyhereford.org.uk

Designated Safeguarding Lead
Wendy Lane
wendy.lane@steineracademyhereford.org.uk
Special Educational Needs & Disability Co-ordinator Class 6-10
Vivien Rouse
senco@steineracademyhereford.org.uk
SENDCo Reception Class to Class 5
Alison Gebert
senco@steineracademyhereford.org.uk
Chair of Friends
Sophy Simpson

friends@steineracademyhereford.org.uk

The Steiner Academy Hereford will endeavour to support, inform and
advise in the best way during the sharing of concerns, but if you feel the
need to take matters further, please follow the Academy’s Complaints
Procedure, available from the Reception Office.

Appendix 4 – Parenting and Supporting Digital Awareness for
Children

Parenting and
Supporting Digital
Awareness for Children:
Information and Guidance for SAH Parents and
Children.
Steiner education embraces the age-appropriate use of all types of technology. It works with the
enormous enthusiasm many young people have for change, innovation and all that is new.
However, Steiner education embraces something else: a picture of how the young child develops into an
independent and self-directing adult, often negotiating obstacles and hazards on the way. As teachers,
parents and carers, it is our job to help young people to negotiate the obstacles, avoid the hazards and
enable them to get the best out of technology.
This document offers guidance and support which we hope will assist you in helping your children
navigate the digital world. We hope it will support discussion and debate amongst parents and children
where appropriate about technology and ultimately, we hope it will help you to make informed decisions
about your child’s use of screens, be it TV, DVDs, computer games, smart phones or social media etc.
In this document:
 Is screen entertainment at odds with Steiner education?
 What guidelines does the school offer?
 Which apps. and social media sites are popular with teenagers?
 Top Five Tips to keep your children safe online.
 What does the evidence show?



How to find out more.

Is screen entertainment at odds with Steiner education?
More and more parents are choosing to live screen free when their children are younger, or at least to have
clear boundaries around the amount of screen entertainment their children can access. For other parents,
however, limiting screen time may be a new idea, an approach that
may appear out-of-touch or techno-phobic. These are some of the reasons why parents choose
to limit screen exposure and why teachers will often express their concerns if there are signs of uncontrolled
or excessive use of screen entertainment.
Young children learn by imitation. In the first seven years their susceptibility to images is extreme:

they take all sense impressions deeply into themselves and are strongly influenced by what they
experience in a way that is unique to this period. Responsibility for the images and impressions
they receive is one that needs to be carried consciously by parents and teachers, not by TV
programme makers.
The cultivation of moral moods such as respect, reverence, gratitude and a sense of wonder for the

world around them is a corner-stone of Steiner education. A high level of receptivity and openness
in the young child is a pre-requisite for healthy development and engagement with what Steiner
education offers. Research referenced in this document supports the view that screen
entertainment can significantly impair a child's sense of respect, reverence, appreciation and
wonder.
Imagination is seen as a good thing by all educationalists but in Steiner education it is not simply

another desirable quality, like creativity or a high I.Q. It is seen as the mediator between thinking
and willing. Its role for the child is quite literally pivotal, the key to inspiring ideas and insights on

the one hand and action and resolve on the other. It is the imagination that allows the child to
bridge the two worlds, to integrate thinking with action. Creating this bridge through the use of
images, imaginative story-telling and creative narrative is an area in which Steiner education excels
and is an area that is most at threat when children are over-exposed to screen entertainment.
Sleep plays a vital role in education. Under-pinning the lesson structure in Steiner schools is the belief

that children need to `sleep on it’ if they are to make sense of lesson content, take ownership of
it and work with it creatively. This delicate process is severely disrupted by inappropriate exposure
to screen entertainment.
Respect for the world of `grown-ups’ and a degree of trust in parents, teachers and the adult world

generally is an essential starting point if children are to find the security they need to begin their
own journey towards adult responsibility and world citizenship. However, the representation of
adults in films or TV is often confusing for children. Quite often adults are portrayed in film and on
TV as stupid, incompetent and untrustworthy.
Our curriculum is based on a link between developmental psychology and age-appropriate content.

Bringing the wrong content at the wrong time is at odds with the healthy development of the child.
Bringing the right content at the right time makes for effective teaching, inspires the children and
gives them a sense of connection to their lessons. The content of screen entertainment shows little
or no regard to age-appropriateness.

All of which, when added together, means
that your child will get more from this
education the less they are exposed to screen
entertainment!

What guidelines does the school offer?
Parents, not schools, have the responsibility to make choices about the place of screen entertainment in
children’s lives. Schools have a responsibility to inform and advise, making sure that parents are
supported in the complex task they face, and to alert parents to the possible risks of inappropriate
exposure to screen entertainment.
These guidelines are a compilation of ideas gathered from parents, teachers, pupils and some of the
books referenced elsewhere in this document. They are intended to encourage discussion. We invite you
to talk about them with teachers, other parents and your children. How realistic are they? Do they go too
far, or not far enough? Are they practical, or too idealistic? And don’t take them at face value! Challenge
them if you need to. In the modern world, in an inclusive school, we cannot be prescriptive.

Early Years: No screen entertainment for children in the Early Years: no phones, no computer games, no
TV.
Classes 1-5, Years 2 to 6: Ideally no screen entertainment. Provide alternative activities! If they do
watch TV, try the following:
 watch with them;
 watch good quality programmes limited to an hour a day at the weekend for children in
Classes 1 – 3 going up to two hours for children in Classes 4 – 6 at the parents’ discretion;
 nothing in the school week;
 watch programmes with real people doing real things;
 don't surf the channels; choose a programme in advance and watch it consciously;
 no screen entertainment when children visit each other on 'play dates.';
 ‘Vet’ programmes that your children plan to see; bear in mind that some programmes
made specifically for young children, like cartoons are not necessarily appropriate for
children;
 not in the car (look through the window and take an interest!);
 limit exposure to adverts by using DVD's, editing them out or watching BBC;
 watch the same programme/films over and over again rather than provide an everchanging diet;
 AND NEVER ALLOW SCREENS IN THE CHILD’S BEDROOM!
Classes 6 to 10, Years 7 to 11:
Ideally they are so busy with out-of-school activities, sports, music, homework, etc., that they don’t have
much time for screens, but if they do, try these:
 limit one and a half hour a day of screen entertainment maximum; two hours per day at
the weekend;
 absent from school? NO computer or screen time: there is a strong link between poor
attendance and online gaming;
 make sure they invest more time in real friendships than in virtual;
 don't combine screen entertainment with homework. (Your child's teacher will inform you
if homework requires use of the internet.);
 Take note not only of the official ratings for media films / programmes but also use
media rating websites based on parent feedback such as Common Sense Media to get a
‘second opinion’ as to whether a programme is really a U, PG, 12, etc. etc.;
 install software to block undesirable sites;
 disable or control the use of web cams;
 monitor all new phone apps.: the rate of change is fast and level of access to the internet
increasingly sophisticated;
 play their computer games yourself, not to be cool, but to experience their effect on
you, this will help you make informed judgements;
 this may result in you discouraging your children from playing violent computer games; be
aware too that some on-line games such as ‘Fortnite’ have enducements to encourage
participants to buy additional features for their gaming e.g. ‘skins’. This can lead to
participants spending out considerable amounts of money to keep up with the additional
add-ons;
 The first mobile phone does not have to be `smart`, i.e. internet connected. It may only
need to tell you they have caught the bus safely;
 Discuss as a family when you feel it is right for your child to access social media (if at
all). Do not give in to ‘peer pressure’ that everyone else in the class is on it. This, more
often than not, is not true. Above all let it be a family decision and ensure your child
discusses the ‘rules’ of how to interact respectfully on social media and that they are
aware of how to stay safe. As a rough guide, we have found children start to show
interest in connecting to social media at around Class 7.
And Beyond?
It is easy for parents to reach the point where they feel `the horse has already bolted`, i.e. their
teenagers know far more than they do, they have already been exposed to inappropriate content and
survived, let’s not be old-fashioned, and I can’t live without my devices. Why should they??
Before they are launched into complete digital freedom, however, some suggestions:










Protect your teenager, don’t judge. The fear of having their phone confiscated is a major
barrier for many teenagers to confiding in parents when things go wrong. To keep your
child’s trust responses such “You’ve done the right thing by telling me. We’ll fix it” can
be used.
Use the law. Sexting and/or sending inappropriate pictures of each other which are then
shared, is a criminal offence. Similarly, using social media platforms for bullying or abuse
contravenes the terms of use and the host will be obliged to investigate.
Teach your child to set time limits. Many of us are weak on setting time limits and may
take the easy option of allowing our children to spend long periods of time in their online
world, Remember, they need to `hang out together`, as you did at their age, but now
the hang out space is not a bus shelter, park or café, it is a social media site.
Stranger Danger is not the biggest issue. Very few teenagers communicate with strangers.
The challenge is more likely to come from closer to home. Cyberbullying is more likely to
come from friends, often their best friends, with others in the social circle then joining
in. If you know the parents of other children involved, talk face-to-face rather than going
onto social media sites to retaliate.
Tell us of any instances of on-line abuse. We cannot help or offer support and advice if
we don’t know.

Which Apps and Social Media Sites are Popular with Teenagers?
Messaging Apps:
 WeChat, WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger allow free messaging and texting.
 Kik is a cross platform instant messenger where clicking the “Meet New Friends” function accesses
to a page of unknown profiles. Users should be over 17 but children aged 8 upwards are using it.
 Snap chat is a photo-messaging site which allows pictures to be sent which self-delete after ten
seconds.
 Photo-sharing such as Flickr and Instagram sites are photo blogs. Instagram has set up strict
filters for sex/porn related language.
 Tumblr –a photo-led facility/blogging facility and social network which gets much of its traffic
from hosting extreme porn blogs.
 OoVoo is a popular instant-messaging social network where users can video-chat with up to 12
friends.
 Keek, Pheed and Vine are video sites similar to YouTube with a teenage identity where 30
second video diary posts are made with smartphone cameras.
 Ask.fm is a Latvian social network site which made the news last year due to a teenage girl
committing suicide apparently due to cyber bullying on the site. It allows posts to be made
anonymously making it much easier to post abusive messages without the fear of being caught.
Posts on this site are often much more abusive here than on other sites for this reason. Users
can now disable the “anonymous question” facility.

Safety and Privacy Settings:
Child Exploitation and on-line Protection Centre (CEOP): Report on line abuse via the CEOP web site.
In addition, Broadband Providers provide filters to block porn, but these will not apply when using apps.
 On your iPhone/iPad/iPod Touch, parental control can be switched on for age-restricted access
preventing young children accessing sites such as YouTube.
 Facebook. In privacy settings tick “only friends” for “see my photos”, “see my interests” and
“send me messages”. Under “search for me on Facebook” tick “friends of friends” or “friends and
network”, or else your profile is visible to everyone. There is a social reporting feature to report
abuse.
 Instagram. Where it says “posts are private” set switch to “on”. Tap the “three dots” icon
below the post. Tap “report inappropriate”, then select why you are reporting.









Snapchat. Set “who can send me snaps” to “my friends” instead of everyone. To block a user, go
to “my friends” select the name, press edit” then “block”. Tap the ghost icon, or tap the gear
function and choose support.
Twitter. Click the “three dots” icon next to the favourites star of the tweet, select “report” from
the drop down menu, choose next step.
WeChat. To stop strangers contacting you, in general phone locations settings select WeChat:
“off”. For photos set “visibility” to private.
Kik. “ignore new people” hides any messages from unknown senders.
Vine In “your content” select “posts are protected” to hide them from public view.
Tumblr. Your blog is public, but you can “ignore” specific users to stop them from seeing or
commentating on your posts.

`Internet safety for Kids: Top five tips to protect your children
online. ` A recent article from the International Business Times by Jason Murdock
Children are 'digital natives' – but parents need to protect them on the web.
It's increasingly difficult to stay ahead of the curve when it comes to technology, especially when you are
a parent trying to keep your children safe as they grow up immersed in this digital world.
Cybercrime, grooming, sexting, social media — where to start?
Research released for 2017's Safer Internet Day in the UK revealed that one in five children surveyed had
been bullied with online images or videos. Additionally, roughly 70% of kids had seen images and videos
"not suitable for their age" while surfing the web.
To help parents feel confident their children are safe and protected when they're online here's a practical
list of how to keep children safe when online:
1. Use free filtering technology/safe modes. Most online services these days come with privacy or
safe modes built-in. It's important to switch them on for your child. Filtering tech can block
harmful websites, age-restricted games, forums, chatrooms and anything else you choose. Some
applications can do everything from create weekly reports for you about browsing to log the
keystrokes on a device. The extent of the control needed is up to you but beware – if you come on
too strict you will likely be met with rebellion.
2. Monitor your child's internet history for every device they use. You don't have to be the police
state in the house, instead, make a point of checking the internet search history at the end of the
day to make everything viewed is satisfactory. This is easiest if you create your child a dedicated
account on a home computer or device. Note, they may learn how to delete their own records, so
like most options you have this is not a full-proof choice.
3. Only let your child on computers or devices where you can see them. This will largely depend
on the age of your child, but for the younger ones it is advised to only let them use a computer,
smartphone or tablet in a place where it can be monitored by an adult. When used alongside web
filtering this can be an effective method of keeping an eye on what is being searched for, viewed
or watched on the web. The internet can be fun, but is not always suitable for kids.
4. Talk about the internet and be open about what's out there. On the internet a 50-year-old man
can pose as a 15-year-old girl, chatrooms can be used for grooming and personal information is
given away at the click of a mouse. Yet it is also a place for discovery, a tool to help with
homework and a way to learn more about the world. Parents and children need to communicate
and talk about what the internet is, what is isn't, and how to recognise the more sinister aspects
of it.
5. Know your child is probably smarter than you when it comes to the internet. Parents, when
growing up you had VHS, cassette tapes and dial up. In comparison, your kids have Snapchat,

Facebook, virtual reality, streaming services and online gaming. They have grown up in a world of
touchscreens and data plans, a world where content is free and where the awareness of the
importance personal information is diminished. The world has changed, and you are likely behind
the times. Don't accept it, just be aware of it. The key in all this is not to rely on technology to
solve your problems, but use it as a compliment to good old-fashioned education.

What does the evidence say?
There is a significant body of evidence to suggest that screen entertainment can be harmful to the
growing child and have a negative impact on the social, emotional and academic development of young
people.
Why is screen entertainment (including access to social media) increasingly seen as a threat to healthy
child development? The following conclusions are all drawn from evidence-based research. This is taken
mainly from Aric Sigman’s book Remotely Controlled, in which the exact references to the research can
be found.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

A. Mental
It can reduce children's attention spans, making it harder for them to concentrate and contribute
to an increase in ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder).
It can contributing to a decrease in children's academic achievements.
It can act as a trigger for autism.
It can reduce the amount of sleep that children get.
It can impair the child's ability to master their own language.
It can favour the development of the left hemisphere at the expense of the right, reducing the
ability to solve problems and think innovatively.
It can decrease the amount of reading that most children engage in.
B. Emotional
It can damage the development of the brain's frontal lobes and therefore the child's ability to feel
empathy.
It can contribute to the premature on-set of puberty, (physical in its manifestations but emotional
in its disruption.)
It is linked to aggressive and anti-social behaviour.
It is linked to children's low self-esteem.
It can undermine a child's cultural expectations and reference points.
C. Physical
It has an impact upon the amount of physical activity most children engage in.
It can adversely affect children's eye-sight.
It is linked to increased obesity.
It can contribute to the risk-averse culture which inhibits children's sense of adventure and
exploration.

What is the school doing?






The school has a digital awareness curriculum which is taught to all children from Class 6 upwards.
This teaches pupils how to recognise and avoid the negative aspects of digital media /
communication but also how to get the best from it;
The school has a digital awareness support programme for parents and carers to support them in
creating a family specific approach to using digital media. This includes: Digital Advice / support
page on our website with regular updates and news items / Digital Awareness parents’ evenings
for Kinder Garten, Lower School and Upper School;
The school has a no mobile phone policy: pupils can use mobile phones on their journeys to and
from school but must hand them in before school starts;
The school has a dedicated E-Safety Lead, Richard Thadchanamoorthy who works with the school’s
Safeguarding Lead and is available to support families who may need individual support concerning
digital technology related issues affecting their children.

5. How can I find out more?
Reading list:
Managing Screen Time Edmond Schoorel
Mary Winn The Plug in Drug
Aric Sigman Remotely Controlled
Neil Postman Fool's Gold
Sally Jenkinson The Genius of Play
Lucinda Neall Bringing the Best out in Boys
Martin Large Set Free Childhood
Sue Palmer Toxic Childhood
Carl Honore Under Pressure
Danah Boyd Its Complicated: the Social Lives of Networked Teenagers

Useful links:
UK Council for Child Internet Safety:
www.gov.uk/government/groups/uk-council-for-child-internet-safetyukccis
NSPCC resource: www.childnet.com Online safety | NSPCC
Child Exploitation and on-line Protection Centre CEOP:
ceop.police.uk/safety-centre

New BOOK
Growing up Healthy in a World of Digital Media (Wynstones Press)
A guide for parents and caregivers of children and adolescents
An easily read and well illustrated guide, written by specialists from a
range of 15 organisations concerned with childhood development.
Edited by Dr Michaela Glöckler and Richard Brinton.
Translated from the German by Astrid Klee.
This new guide explains the dangers and risks to children and adolescents
inherent in the new media:
Impairment of brain development, communications stress, danger of
addiction, loss of privacy, sites that are unsuitable for young people, cyber
bullying and health impairment due to continuous radiation from wireless
devices.
This book illustrates the legal regulations, the safety measures and possible actions needed to prevent
dangers or to address them appropriately.
It provides an educational standpoint which represents an appropriate balance between the needs of
children and adolescents, and the restrictions which are required as precautionary measures to safeguard
against the inherent dangers.

Appendix 5 – Home School Agreement for Early Years
Steiner Academy Hereford
Home School Agreement – Kindergarten
An agreement between the Academy and Parents and Carers

Pupil’s Name ……………………………………………………………

We welcome you to Steiner Academy Hereford.

We regard the relationship of the Academy and its teachers to you as parents & guardians as being crucial to
the success of your child’s education here. An understanding and supportive relationship between the staff
and you, the parents & guardians, is a significant aspect of an effective and fulfilling educational experience.
The Steiner Academy Hereford undertakes to:


Care for your child’s safety and well-being, and to value him/her as an individual and as a member of
the Academy



Provide a programme of teaching and learning founded on the Steiner curriculum framework, within
the exigencies of the prevailing financial, political and social circumstances



Maintain high standards of work and behaviour, always aiming to help your child reach his/her
potential within the opportunities and constraints of the educational context



Observe, monitor and support your child’s progress and keep you regularly informed, for example,
through Parents’ Evenings, individual consultations and reports



Keep you informed about relevant Academy activities and developments;



Communicate effectively and reasonably with parents and pupils, as necessary



Offer opportunities for you to become involved in, and offer support for, the life of the Academy



Provide regular and appropriate opportunities for colleagues to engage in professional development
and continuing learning in order to develop and enhance the educational provision for your child

Signed on behalf of the Academy by (name)………………………………..

Designation:.......................................................................

Signature…………………………………………………… date ………….…

As a parent(s) or guardian(s), I / we undertake to support the Academy and my child in
her/his education through:


Taking an active interest in what my/our child is doing in the Academy



Ensuring that he/she attends regularly, on time, suitably attired, and is properly prepared for the day



Making the Academy aware, through the kindergarten teacher of circumstances that might affect my
child’s/children’s work and behaviour, and also of the reason for any absence



Attending parents’ evenings and discussions about his/her progress;



Reading the Parents’ Handbook, school newsletters, pupil reports and other information sent out by
the Academy



Supporting the Academy in its aims and helping in fund-raising, workdays etc.



Be open to participate in a dialogue with my/our child’s teacher about any recommendations for
assessments of my/our child and/or for additional support to enable the school to better meet
his/her needs



Protecting my/our child from unsuitable, unwarranted and unmonitored access to media such as
television and DVD, mobile phones, cinema, computer games, internet access and so on.

Medical research shows that screen-based activity such as TV and computer games can have a negative effect
on children (brain activity, concentration, heart-beat, emotional balance and well-being). The younger the
child, the greater the effect. For the well-being of your child and their ability to access the education and
programme of teaching and learning, please allow no regular screen-based activity/watching for under 7s, no
more than 3 hours a week for 7 to 12s and moderate, selective use for young people aged 13 and over. Please
try to make sure TVs and computers are not kept in your child’s room so that his/her bedroom is free to be a
place of rest and comfort. (Further reading:‘ Remote Controlled’ by Dr Aric Sigman & ‘Toxic Childhood’ by
Sue Palmer, amongst others) Creating his/her own physical challenges and risks, children practise
discernment and decision-making to learn about their strengths and limitations.


Allowing and encouraging my child to develop motor skills, safe and secure movement and physical
agility, by climbing, sliding and playing outside in all weather conditions.

I/we have read and agree to abide by and support the Academy’s policies on behaviour and discipline. I am /
we are also aware of the Academy’s views on child development and will endeavour to support this through
suitable rhythms and nourishment at home.

Signature .............................................. Name ……………..………………..........

Signature ………………………………............. Name ……………..………………..........

Appendix 6 – Home School Agreement for Lower School
HOME-SCHOOL AGREEMENT – CLASSES 1-7
An agreement between the Academy and Parents and Carers
Pupil’s Name ……………………………………………………………

We welcome you to the Lower School at the Steiner Academy Hereford. We regard the
relationship of the Academy and its teachers to you as parents & carers as being crucial to the success
of your child’s education here. An understanding and supportive relationship between the staff and
parents & carers, is a significant aspect of an effective and fulfilling educational experience.
The Steiner Academy Hereford undertakes to:

Care for your child’s safety and well-being, and to value him/her as an individual and as a member of
the Academy;

Provide a high-quality programme of teaching and learning founded on Rudolf Steiner’s indications
for all children in the school;

Maintain high standards of work and behaviour, always aiming to help your child fulfil their potential
in all aspects of the areas covered by the school’s educational programme;

Observe, monitor and support your child’s progress and keep you regularly informed, for example,
through Parents’ Evenings, individual consultations and reports;
Keep you informed about relevant Academy activities and developments;

Communicate effectively and reasonably with parents and pupils, as necessary;
Offer opportunities for you to become involved in, and offer support for, the life of the Academy;
Provide regular and appropriate opportunities for colleagues to engage in professional development
and continuing learning in order to develop and enhance the educational provision for your child.

Monitor attendance and punctuality and contact parents/carers promptly if problems arise
Set mark and monitor homework and provide facilities for children to do homework in school when
appropriate

Monitor students’ performance regularly and let parents/carers know promptly of any concerns that
affect your child’s work or behaviour

Manage behaviour effectively according to the school’s Restorative practice;
Signed on behalf of the Academy by (name)…………………………………………………..
Designation:.......................................................................
Signature…………………………………………………… date ………….……...

As a parent(s) or carer(s), I / we undertake to support the Academy and my child in their
education by:

 Taking an active interest in my/our child’s learning and progress in the school and by supporting the








Academy in its aims through the various opportunities provided;
Ensuring that our child attends regularly, on time
Ensuring that children are suitably attired – in keeping with the school’s dress code – and are properly
prepared for the day;
Making the Academy aware, through the class teachers, of circumstances that might affect my/our
child’s work and behaviour, and also of the reason for any absence;
Attending parents’ evenings and discussions about their progress;
Reading the Parents’ Handbook, school newsletters, pupil reports and other information sent out by the
Academy;
Being open to participate in a dialogue with my/our child’s teachers regarding any recommendations
for assessments of my/our child and/or for additional support to enable the school to better meet
their needs.
Safeguarding my/our child from unsuitable, unwarranted or unmonitored access to digital media such
as television and DVD, computer game and internet chat-rooms.

 Communicating effectively and reasonably with members of staff, in accordance with guidance set out
in the parents’ handbook.

 Alerting the school about concerns or problems that might affect your child’s work or behaviour
 Arranging holidays only during published school holidays
 Supporting children with homework and project work
I/we have read and agree to abide by and support the Academy’s policies on behaviour and discipline.
I am/we are also aware of the Academy’s views on child development and will endeavour to
support this through suitable rhythms and nourishment at home.
Parent/Carer Signature …………………………………

Name ……………..……………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Please share the thoughts below with your child.

We welcome you to our school where we work and help others
to work.
We are kind and helpful.
We do not wear scruffy clothes or picture or words on our clothes.
We do what our teachers ask us to do.

Appendix 7 – Home School Agreement for Upper School

HOME-SCHOOL AGREEMENT – CLASSES 8 – 10
An agreement between the Academy and Parents and Carers
As a parent(s) or carer(s), I / we undertake to support the Academy and my child in their education
by:


taking an active interest in their learning and progress in the Upper School and by supporting
the Academy in its aims through the various opportunities provided;



ensuring that they attend regularly and on time and are properly prepared for the day;



ensuring they attend suitably attired, in keeping with the school’s dress code;



ensuring they come to school having had a suitable breakfast, and if coming with a snack or
lunch, that it is wholesome and does not include sweets, fizzy drinks or “junk” food;



making the Academy aware, through the class guardians, of circumstances that might affect
their work or behaviour, and also of the reason for any absences;



attending parents’ evenings and discussions about their progress;



reading the Parents’ Handbook, school newsletters, pupil reports and other information sent
out by the Academy;



being open to participate in a dialogue with their teachers regarding any recommendations
for assessments or recommendations for additional support to enable the school to better
meet their needs;



safeguarding them from unsuitable, unwarranted or unmonitored access to digital media
such as television and film, computer games, and social media;



encouraging difficulties and disputes to be dealt with using restorative approaches, as
outlined in the parent handbook;



communicating effectively and reasonably with members of staff, in accordance with
guidance set out in the parents’ handbook.

I/we have read and agree to abide by and support the Academy’s policies on behaviour and discipline.
I am/we are also aware of the Academy’s views on child development and will endeavour to support
this through suitable rhythms and nourishment at home.

Parent/Carer Signature …………………………………

Name ……………..………

Parent/Carer Signature …………………………………

Name ……………..………

Dear parent/carer,

We regard the relationship of the Academy and its teachers to you as parents and carers as being crucial
to the success of your child’s education here. An understanding and supportive relationship between
the staff and parents and carers, is a significant aspect of an effective and fulfilling educational
experience.
The Steiner Academy Hereford undertakes to:











care for your child’s safety and well-being, and to value them as an individual and as a member
of the Academy;
provide a high quality programme of teaching and learning founded on Steiner’s educational
guidance for all children in the school;
maintain high standards of work and behaviour in accordance with the school’s Restorative
Practice, always aiming to help your child fulfil their potential in all aspects of the areas covered
by the school’s educational programme;
observe, monitor and support your child’s progress, to keep you regularly informed (for
example, through Parents’ Evenings, individual consultations and reports), and let you know
promptly of any concerns that affect your child’s work or behaviour;
keep you informed about relevant Academy activities and developments;
communicate effectively and reasonably with parents and pupils, as necessary;
offer opportunities for you to become involved in, and offer support for, the life of the
Academy;
provide regular and appropriate opportunities for colleagues to engage in professional
development and continuing learning in order to develop and enhance the educational
provision for your child;
monitor attendance and punctuality and contact you promptly if problems arise;
set, mark and monitor homework as necessary, and provide facilities for children to do
homework in school when appropriate.

Signed on behalf of the Academy by (name)…………………………………………………..
Role:.......................................................................

Signature…………………………………………………… date ………….……...
As a Student I will:








work to the best of my ability and encourage others to do the same
be a reliable, responsible, involved member of the school community
not engage in behaviour which is physically or mentally unkind to others
follow the dress code
follow the school rules and instructions from adults
set an example to younger children
engage in restorative processes

Student Signature …………………………………………

Student Name ……………..……………….

We welcome you to the Upper School at the Steiner Academy Hereford.
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